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INFORMATION FOR THE PUBLIC ATTENDING PUBLIC AGENDA BRIEFING 
 
Agenda Briefing Forums will involve Elected Members, employees as determined by the 
Chief Executive Officer and external advisors (where appropriate) and will be open to 
the public. The Briefing Session will the held in the Function Room of the City of 
Kalamunda commencing at 6.30pm.

Agenda Briefing Forums will be live streamed.
 
Agenda Briefing Forums will provide the opportunity for Elected Members to be equally 
informed and seek additional information on matters prior to the presentation of such 
matters to the next Ordinary Council Meeting for formal consideration and decision.
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PROCEDURES FOR PUBLIC AGENDA BRIEFING FORUMS

The following procedures will apply to all Public Agenda Briefing Forums that are 
conducted by the City of Kalamunda:

a) Public Agenda Briefing Forums will be open to the public except for matters of a 
confidential nature. The guide in determining those matters of a confidential 
nature shall be in accordance with the Local Government Act 1995 (WA).

b) Dates and times for Public Agenda Briefing Forums will be set more than one (1) 
week in advance where practicable, and appropriate notice given to the public.

c) The Chief Executive Officer will ensure timely written notice and an agenda for 
each Public Agenda Briefing Forum will be provided to all Elected Members, 
members of the public and external advisors (where appropriate).

d) Ordinarily, the Mayor is to be the Presiding Member at Public Agenda Briefing 
Forums. However, should Elected Members wish to rotate the role of Presiding 
Member for a particular meeting, those Elected Members present may select, by 
consensus, a Presiding Member for the relevant Public Agenda Briefing Forum 
from amongst themselves to preside at that Public Agenda Briefing Forum.

e) Relevant employees of the City of Kalamunda will be available to make a 
presentation or respond to questions on matters listed on the agenda for the 
Public Agenda Briefing Forum.

f) All Elected Members will be given a fair and equal opportunity to participate in 
the Public Agenda Briefing Forum.

g) The Presiding Member will ensure that time is made available to allow for all 
matters of relevance to be covered.

h) Elected Members, employees and relevant consultants shall disclose their 
interests on any matters listed for the Public Agenda Briefing Forum. When 
disclosing an interest the following is required:

i. Interests are to be disclosed in accordance with the provisions of the Local 
Government Act 1995, the Local Government (Rules of Conduct) Regulations 
2007 and the City’s Code of Conduct.

ii. Elected Members disclosing a financial interest will not participate in that 
part of the forum relating to the matter to which their interest applies and 
shall depart the room.

iii. Employees with a financial interest in a matter may also consider it 
appropriate to depart the room when the matter is being considered, 
however there is no legislative requirement to do so.

i) Minutes shall be kept of all Public Agenda Briefing Forums.  As no decisions are 
made at a Public Agenda Briefing Forum, the minutes need only be a general 
record of the items covered but shall record any disclosure of interests as 
declared by individuals. A copy of the minutes is to be attached to the following 
Ordinary Council Meeting for Council to review and confirm as being a true and 
accurate summary of the preceding forum.
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j) At any Public Agenda Briefing Forum, Elected Members may foreshadow a 
request to the Chief Executive Officer for the Chief Executive Officer to prepare 
a report on a matter they feel is appropriate to be raised and which is to be 
presented at a future Public Agenda Briefing Forum. 

k) Requests of this nature may not be accepted by the Chief Executive Officer at 
forums, but instead, Elected Members wishing to formalise such a 
foreshadowed request, shall submit a Notice of Motion to that effect to the 
Chief Executive Officer in accordance with the City’s Standing Orders Local Law 
2015 (City’s Standing Orders)

PROCEDURES FOR PUBLIC QUESTION TIME

Questions Asked Verbally

Members of the public are invited to ask questions at Public Agenda Briefing Forums.

a) Questions asked at a Public Agenda Briefing Forum must relate to a matter 
contained on the agenda.

b) A register will be provided for those persons wanting to ask questions to enter 
their name. Persons will be requested to come forward in the order in which they 
are registered, and to give their name and full address.

c) Public question time will be limited to two (2) minutes per member of the public, 
with a limit of two (2) verbal questions per member of the public.

d) Statements are not to precede the asking of a question during public question 
time. Statements should be made during public submissions.

e) Members of the public are encouraged to keep their questions brief to enable 
everyone who desires to ask a question to have the opportunity to do so.

f) Public question time will be allocated a minimum of 30 minutes. Public question 
time is declared closed following the expiration of the allocated 30 minute time 
period, or earlier if there are no further questions. 

g) The Presiding Member may extend public question time in intervals of 10 
minutes, but the total time allocated for public question time is not to exceed 50 
minutes in total.

h) Questions are to be directed to the Presiding Member and shall be asked politely, 
in good faith, and are not to be framed in such a way as to reflect adversely or to 
be defamatory to any particular Elected Member or City of Kalamunda employee. 

i) The Presiding Member shall decide whether to:

i. accept or reject any question and his/her decision shall be final;

ii. nominate a City of Kalamunda employee to respond to the question (who 
make take such question on notice in which case, provision of a response 
shall be in accordance with the City’s Standing Orders); or
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iii. take a question on notice (in which case, a written response will be provided 
as soon as possible and included in the agenda of the next Ordinary Council 
Meeting).

j) Where an Elected Member is of the opinion that a member of the public is:

i. asking a question at a Public Agenda Briefing Forum that is not relevant to a 
matter listed on the agenda; or

ii. making a statement during public question time,

they may bring it to the attention of the Presiding Member who will make a 
ruling.

k) Questions and any responses will be summarised and included in the minutes of 
the meeting.

l) It is not intended that question time should be used as a means to obtain 
information that would not otherwise be made available if the information was 
sought from the City’s records under Section 5.94 of the Local Government Act 
1995 (WA) (LG Act) or the Freedom of Information Act 1992 (FOI Act). 

m) Where the response to a question(s) would require a substantial commitment of 
the City’s resources, the Chief Executive Officer will determine that it is an 
unreasonable impost upon the City of Kalamunda and may refuse to provide it. 
The Chief Executive Officer will advise the member of the public that the 
information may be sought in accordance with the FOI Act.

PROCEDURES FOR PUBLIC STATEMENT TIME

a) Members of the public are invited to make statements at Briefing Forums.

b) Statements made at a Briefing Forum must relate to a matter contained in the 
agenda. 

c) A register will be provided for those persons wanting to make a statement to 
enter their name. Persons will be requested to come forward in the order in 
which they are registered, and to give their name and full address. 

d) Public Statement Time will be limited to two (2) minutes per member of the 
public. 

e) Members of the public are encouraged to keep their statements brief to enable 
everyone who desires to make a statement to have the opportunity to do so. 

f) Public Statement Time will be allocated a maximum time of ten (10) minutes. 
Public Statement Time Is declared closed following the ten (10) minute allocated 
time period, or earlier if there are no further statements. 

g) Statements are to be directed to the Presiding member and are to be made 
politely in good faith and are not to be framed in such a way as to reflect 
adversely or be defamatory on a particular Elected Member or City of Kalamunda 
employee. 
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h) Where an Elected Member is of the opinion that a member of the public is make 
a statement at a Briefing Forum that is not relevant to a matter listed on the 
agenda, they may bring it to the attention of the Presiding Member who will 
make a ruling. 

i) A member of the public attending a Briefing Forum may present a written 
statement rather than make the statement verbally if he or she so wishes. 

j) Statements will be summarising and included in the notes of the Briefing Forum. 

Questions in Writing

a) Questions must relate to a matter contained in the Agenda Briefing Forum 
agenda.

b) The City will accept a maximum of five written questions per member of the 
public. To ensure equality and consistency, each part of a multi-part question will 
be treated as a question in its own right.

c) Questions lodged by the close of business on the working day immediately prior 
to the scheduled Agenda Briefing Forum will be responded to, where possible, at 
the Agenda Briefing Forum. These questions, and their responses, will be 
distributed to Elected Members and made available to the public in written form 
at the meeting.

d) The Presiding Member shall decide to accept or reject any written question and 
his/her decision shall be final. Where there is any concern about a question being 
offensive, defamatory or the like, the Presiding Member will make a 
determination in relation to the question. Questions determined as offensive, 
defamatory or the like will not be published. Where the Presiding Member rules 
questions to be out of order, an announcement to this effect will be made at the 
meeting, including the reason(s) for the decision.

e) The Presiding Member may rule questions out of order where they are 
substantially the same as questions previously submitted and responded to.

f) Written questions unable to be responded to at the Public Agenda Briefing 
Forum will be taken on notice. In this case, a written response will be provided as 
soon as possible and included on the agenda of the next Ordinary Council 
Meeting.

g) A person who submits written questions may also ask questions at a Public 
Agenda Briefing Forum and questions asked verbally may be different to those 
submitted in writing.

h) Questions and any response will be summarised and included in the minutes of 
the meeting.

i) It is not intended that question time should be used as a means to obtain 
information that would not be made available if it was sought from the City’s 
records under Section 5.94 of LG Act or the FOI Act. 
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j) Where the response to a question(s) would require a substantial commitment of 
the City’s resources, the Chief Executive Officer will determine that it is an 
unreasonable impost upon the City and may refuse to provide it. The Chief 
Executive Officer will advise the member of the public that the information may 
be sought in accordance with the FOI Act.

Questions of Clarification

Members of the public may ask questions of clarification at Public Agenda Briefing 
Forums.

a) Questions of clarification asked at a Public Agenda Briefing Forum must relate to 
a matter contained on the agenda.

b) Questions of clarification will be limited to two (2) minutes per member of the 
public, with a limit of two (2) verbal questions per member of the public.

c) The period at which members of the public may ask questions of clarification 
must follow the presentation of reports.

d) Statements are not to precede the asking of a question of clarification. 
Statements should be made during public submissions.

e) The period for questions of clarification will be allocated a minimum of 15 
minutes. This time is declared closed following the expiration of the allocated 15 
minute time period, or earlier if there are no further questions. The Presiding 
Member may extend public question time in intervals of 5 minutes, but the total 
time allocated for public question time is not to exceed 30 minutes in total.

f) Questions of clarification will otherwise be governed by the same requirements 
and procedures as set out above from 5.1(i) to 5.1(n). 

Acknowledgement of Traditional Owners

We wish to acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land we are meeting on, the 
Whadjuk Noongar people. We wish to acknowledge their Elders’ past, present and future 
and respect their continuing culture and the contribution they make to the life of this 
City and this Region.

Emergency Procedures

Please view the position of the Exits, Fire Extinguishers and Outdoor Assembly Area as displayed on 
the wall of Council Chambers.

In case of an emergency follow the instructions given by City Personnel.  

We ask that you do not move your vehicle as this could potentially block access for emergency 
services vehicles.  

Please remain at the assembly point until advised it is safe to leave.
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1. Official Opening

2. Attendance, Apologies and Leave of Absence

3. Declarations of Interest

3.1. Disclosure of Financial and Proximity Interests
a. Members must disclose the nature of their interest in matter to be 

discussed at the meeting. (Section 5.56 of the Local Government Act 
1995.)

b. Employees must disclose the nature of their interest in reports or 
advice when giving the report or advice to the meeting. (Section 5.70 
of the Local Government Act 1995.)

3.2. Disclosure of Interest Affecting Impartiality
a. Members and staff must disclose their interest in matters to be 

discussed at the meeting in respect of which the member or 
employee had given or will give advice.

 

4. Announcements by the Member Presiding Without Discussion

5. Public Question Time

Public question time will be allocated a maximum of 10 minutes and will be limited to 
two (2) minutes per member of the public, with a limit of two (2) verbal questions per 
member of the public.

Statements are not to precede the asking of a question during public question time. 
Statements should be made during public submissions.

For the purposes of Minuting, these questions and answers will be summarised.

6. Public Statement Time

A period of maximum 10 minutes is provided to allow public statements from the 
gallery on matters relating to a matter contained on the agenda or the functions of 
Council.  Public Statement Time will be limited to two (2) minutes per member of the 
public.

Public Statement Time is declared closed following the 10 minute allocated time period, 
or earlier if there are no further statements. 

For the purposes of Minuting, these statements will be summarised.
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7. Public Submissions Received in Writing

8. Petitions Received

9. Confidential Items Announced But Not Discussed

9.1 Item 10.2.6 Community Appointment to Kalamunda Environmental 
Advisory Committee – Confidential Attachment – Kalamunda 
Environmental Advisory Committee Community Member Nomination
Reason for Confidentiality: Local Government Act 1995 (WA) Section 5.23 (2) 
(b) - "the personal affairs of any person."

9.2 Item 10.3.1 Proposed Membership of the City's Economic Development 
Advisory Committee – Confidential Attachment – 1.  KEDAC Nomination & 
Assessments and 2. KEDAC Recommended Appointments
Reason for Confidentiality: Local Government Act 1995 (WA) Section 5.23 (2) (b) 
- "the personal affairs of any person."
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10. Reports to Council

10.1. Development Services Reports

10.1.1. Adoption of the City of Kalamunda - Community Safety & Crime 
Prevention Plan 2020 - 2025 

Declaration of financial / conflict of interests to be recorded prior to dealing with each item.

Previous 
Items

OCM51/2013

Directorate Development Services 
Business Unit Environmental Health & Community Safety 
File Reference CS-CCS-073
Applicant N/A
Owner N/A

Attachments 1. Community Safety Crime Prevention Plan 2020-
2025 [10.1.1.1 - 17 pages]

2. Safety and Crime Prevention Survey Outcomes 
Summary Report [10.1.1.2 - 90 pages]

TYPE OF REPORT

 Advocacy When Council is advocating on behalf of the community to 
another level of government/body/agency

 Executive When Council is undertaking is substantive role of direction 
setting and oversight (e.g. accepting tenders, adopting plans 
and budgets

 Information For Council to note
 Legislative Includes adopting Local Laws, Town Planning Schemes and 

Policies.  When Council determines a matter that directly 
impacts a person’s rights and interests where the principles of 
natural justice apply. Examples include town planning 
applications, building licences, other permits or licences 
issued under other Legislation or matters that could be 
subject to appeal to the State Administrative Tribunal
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STRATEGIC PLANNING ALIGNMENT

Kalamunda Advancing Strategic Community Plan to 2027

Priority 1: Kalamunda Cares and Interacts
Objective 1.1 - To be a community that advocates, facilities and provides 
quality lifestyles choices.
Strategy 1.1.2 - Empower, support and engage and with young people, 
families and our culturally diverse community.

Priority 1: Kalamunda Cares and Interacts
Objective 1.2 - To provide a safe and healthy environment for community 
to enjoy.
Strategy - 1.2.1 Facilitate a safe community environment.

Priority 1: Kalamunda Cares and Interacts
Objective 1.3 - To support the active participation of local communities.
Strategy 1.3.1 - Support local communities to connect, grow and shape 
the future of Kalamunda. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. The purpose of this report is for Council to adopt the City of Kalamunda – 
Community Safety & Crime Prevention Plan 2020 – 2025 (Plan) 
(Attachment 1) on the recommendation of the Council’s Community 
Safety and Crime Prevention Advisory Committee (CSCPAC). 

2. The Plan will:

a) Provide guidance to the City of Kalamunda (City) in the development 
of initiatives to enhance safety and reduce crime. 

b) Replace the City’s Community Safety & Crime Prevention Plan 2013 – 
2018.  

3. It is recommended Council adopt the Plan. 

BACKGROUND

4. At the CSCPAC meeting on the 12 August 2020, it was resolved to endorse 
the draft Plan and to submit the draft Plan to Council for adoption. 

5. The draft Plan was advertised for public comment from 21 February 2020 
to 13 March 2020.  
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6. Prior to this, a community safety and crime prevention engagement 
project was launched which included an integrated marketing campaign 
and surveys that were distributed City-wide. The campaign ran from 21 
July 2019 and closed on the 20 August 2019. The community engagement 
helped inform the initiatives and actions within the Plan (summary report, 
Attachment 2).

DETAILS AND ANALYSIS

7. The campaign included two online surveys. One aimed at households and 
the other at businesses. The City received, in total, 530 responses to the 
household survey and 35 to the business survey.  

8. The data from the surveys informed improvements and 
recommendations regarding safety and crime prevention. Some examples 
include increased lighting, CCTV, and investigations into the possibility of 
security patrols.  

9. The feedback provided by the community overwhelmingly requested a 
greater police presence. During the development of the Plan, it was 
acknowledged that the City has limited influence regarding Policing, 
except for an advocacy role. Other key themes that were common 
throughout the engagement were security patrols, CCTV, lighting, and 
road safety. All these themes have been incorporated into the plan as key 
actions.

 
10.

11.

Specifically, in relation to addressing the theme surrounding an increase 
in policing an action to investigate and report the possibility and financial 
impact surrounding a security service has been proposed. 

A draft Plan was also advertised for public comment, which received 27 
responses. The three key items raised in the responses included, early 
intervention youth programs, investigations into the possibility of security 
patrols and CCTV. These matters assisted with informing actions within 
the Plan. 

12. The aim of the Plan is to provide guidance to the City in its development 
of initiatives to enhance safety and reduce crime within the City. 

13. The Plan outlines a framework for implementation, which includes 
recommendations for the allocation of a minimum 0.5 FTE towards 
supporting the Plan, sources of alternative funding options and a 
mechanism for evaluation and review. 
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14. One of the key objectives of CSCPAC is to consider issues relevant to the 
implementation of the Plan and to monitor and review the relevant 
strategies and actions. 

15. It is also suggested that the localised crime statistics for the City be added 
to the Plan on an annual basis and discussed at CSCPAC meetings to 
enable a current source of comparison throughout the timeframe of the 
Plan.

APPLICABLE LAW

16. Nil.

APPLICABLE POLICY

17. Nil. 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

18. In the 2020 community scorecard, safety was identified as a top priority 
with community recommendations to address this being increased police 
presence, the potential for security patrols, establishing a local police 
station, more CCTV, improved street lighting and more traffic calming 
initiatives. 

19. A community safety and crime prevention campaign which included an 
online survey was open between 21 July 2019 to 20 August 2019 which 
resulted in 565 responses. 

20. Following this, the Plan was advertised for public comment between 21 
February 2020 to 13 March 2020 and received 27 responses. 

21. The Plan has had extensive consultation with the CSCPAC and was 
endorsed by the Committee on 12 August 2020.  

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

22.. Future budget reviews will consider allocation of funds in conjunction with 
external funding opportunities to carry out new initiatives within the life of 
the Plan. 
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SUSTAINABILITY

Social Implications

23.. All members of our community can enjoy a safe and secure environment 
in which to live, work and play. 

Economic Implications

24. A safer community will allow businesses greater confidence in investing in 
the City of Kalamunda. 

Environmental Implications

25.. Nil. 

RISK MANAGEMENT 

26. Risk: Without a Community Safety & Crime Prevention Plan providing 
direction and guidance, there’s an increase in risks regarding the 
perception of crime and safety in the community. 
Consequence Likelihood Rating
Significant Possible High 
Action/Strategy
Council adopt a Community Safety & Crime Prevention Plan to guide 
initiatives to enhance safety and reduce crime within the City. 

CONCLUSION

27. The purpose of this report is for Council to adopt the Community Safety 
and Crime Prevention Plan which was endorsed by CSCPAC on the 12 
August 2020.  

28. The CSCPAC will provide oversight and guide the implementation of the 
Plan.

29. The Plan will be subject to annual review to ensure it remains current and 
relevant for the community. 

Voting Requirements: Simple Majority

RECOMMENDATION

That Council ADOPTS the Community Safety & Crime Prevention Plan 2020 – 2025. 
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10.1.2. City of Kalamunda - Fire Hazard Assessment Plan - Season 2020 / 
2021

Declaration of financial / conflict of interests to be recorded prior to dealing with each item.

Previous 
Items

OCM /2019

Directorate Development Services 
Business Unit Environmental Health & Community Safety 
File Reference RA-BFC-002
Applicant N/A
Owner N/A

Attachments 1. Fire Hazard Assessment Plan 2020/2021 [10.1.2.1 - 
50 pages]

2. Fire Hazard Reduction Notice 2020/2021 [10.1.2.2 - 
2 pages]

TYPE OF REPORT

 Advocacy When Council is advocating on behalf of the community to 
another level of government/body/agency

 Executive When Council is undertaking is substantive role of direction 
setting and oversight (e.g. accepting tenders, adopting plans 
and budgets

 Information For Council to note
 Legislative Includes adopting Local Laws, Town Planning Schemes and 

Policies.  When Council determines a matter that directly 
impacts a person’s rights and interests where the principles of 
natural justice apply. Examples include town planning 
applications, building licences, other permits or licences 
issued under other Legislation or matters that could be 
subject to appeal to the State Administrative Tribunal

STRATEGIC PLANNING ALIGNMENT

Kalamunda Advancing Strategic Community Plan to 2027

Priority 1: Kalamunda Cares and Interacts
Objective 1.2 - To provide a safe and healthy environment for community 
to enjoy.
Strategy - 1.2.1 Facilitate a safe community environment.

Priority 2: Kalamunda Clean and Green
Objective 2.1 - To protect and enhance the environmental values of the 
City.
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Strategy 2.1.1 - Enhance our bushland, natural areas, waterways and 
reserves.
Strategy 2.1.2 - Support the conservation and enhancement of our 
biodiversity.
Strategy 2.1.3 - Community engagement and education in environmental 
management.  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. The purpose of this report is to advise Council of the City of Kalamunda’s 
(City) approach to fire hazard management and assessment through the 
implementation of the ‘Fire Hazard Assessment Plan 2020-21 Season’ 
(Attachment 1).

2. The Plan will: 

a) Support the requirements of the City’s Fire Hazard Reduction Notice 
2020/2021 (Notice) (Attachment 2), gazetted on 7 July 2020. 

b) Replace the City’s Fire Hazard Assessment Plan 2019/20, providing a 
risk-based approach to fire hazard assessments, while increasing the 
City’s engagement focus to build a more resilient community.

3. It is recommended Council notes the implementation of the Plan and 
Notice.

BACKGROUND

4. The Plan utilises previous non-compliance, complaints, and a 
comprehensive risk assessment to determine the priority of assessments 
throughout the City. The purpose is to reduce the overall risk profile of 
the City by ensuring all very high and extreme private properties are 
assessed before moving onto lower risk properties.

5. The Plan also utilises a combination of community engagement programs 
to support the assessments, which are focused on empowering residents 
to be fire ready before the 1 November 2020 assessment program 
(Engagement Programs). The focus of the Engagement Programs is to 
increase fire safe practices, asset preparedness and community resilience, 
while giving residents information on how to comply with the Notice.

DETAILS AND ANALYSIS

6. The Engagement Program has already commenced with pre-season 
assessments, community workshops, social media infomercials, updated 
City website, static displays, variable message boards, letterbox drops of 
information booklets and the Notice.
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7. The City is using the Department of Fire and Emergency Service’s (DFES) 
‘Bushfire Risk Management System’ (BRMS), which is a digital database 
enabling DFES in collaboration with local government to log bushfire risks 
throughout Western Australia. The BRMS allows the City to capture data 
specific risk ratings for all assets within its district. The assets are divided 
into four categories, Cultural, Economic, Environmental and Human 
Settlement. Although most assets will be one or the other, the BRMS 
provides the ability to rate multiple risks against the one asset. Once all 
the risk data has been logged into the BRMS, the BRMS will automatically 
provide the rating category, which the assessment program is based 
around.

8. The City’s Fire Control Officers (FCOs) will drive all fire breaks on the 
properties they assess. The purpose of driving the fire breaks is to ensure 
they comply with the 3m wide by 4m high clearance. This is a critical 
safety requirement to ensure our Volunteer Bush Fire Brigade and Fire 
and Rescue Services can safely drive a fire appliance along a fire break in 
times of an emergency.

9. The City is encouraging those residents that consider the physical 
characteristics of their property make it impossible to comply with the 
Notice, to have applied for a variation (pursuant to the mechanism for this 
as set out in the Notice) before 1 October 2020. Late variation applications 
may incur an administration fee of $150.

APPLICABLE LAW

10. Section 33 and 39, Bush Fires Act 1954.

APPLICABLE POLICY

11. Nil.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

12. The Plan was presented at the 27 August 2020 Local Emergency 
Management Committee meeting.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

13. Provision for the proposed Plan was costed in the 2020/21 operational 
budget. No additional funding is being requested as part of this report.
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SUSTAINABILITY

Social Implications

14. The Plan empowers the City’s residents, recognising their autonomy, to 
comply with the Notice thereby building a more resilient community. The 
Plan achieves this by providing residents with the information they need to 
not only comply with the Notice before 1 November, but to ensure they 
are bushfire ready.

Economic Implications

15. Empowering our residents to become resilient will reduce the economic 
impact during times of emergency.

Environmental Implications

16. Compliance with the Notice reduces the risk of fire spreading and 
increases the ability to contain and control fire, thereby increasing the 
level of protection to the local environment.

17. The implementation of the Plan assist with the City’s response to a 
changing and drying climate. 

RISK MANAGEMENT 

18. Risk: The City does not implement the Plan and there is a significant 
increase in fuel loads and bushfire risks throughout the City’s district.  

Consequence Likelihood Rating
Critical Almost certain Extreme
Action/Strategy
Through implementation of the Notice, the Plan will reduce the risk in 
the most high risk areas. 

19. Risk: There is a reputational risk, if the City is impacted by a fire event 
resulting in loss of property and/or life.

Consequence Likelihood Rating
Critical Unlikely High 
Action/Strategy
The processes contained in the Plan, if followed correctly, will reduce 
the impact of incidents and will also assist with answering enquiries 
from external sources.
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20. Risk: There is a Health and Safety risk if the City is impacted by a fire 
event resulting in loss of property and/or life.

Consequence Likelihood Rating
Critical Unlikely High 
Action/Strategy
The Plan will increase community awareness and preparedness through 
a better approach to engaging with residents. This will assist to mitigate 
the risk by making residents fire ready and build the overall resilience of 
the community.

21. Risk: There is an environmental risk if the City is impacted by a large 
fire which damages the local environment and/or asbestos cement 
clad/roofed buildings or other like structures.
Consequence Likelihood Rating
Critical Unlikely High 
Action/Strategy
The Notice was gazetted on 7 July 2020. The Plan will reduce this risk 
through increased education and a risk-based assessment program.

CONCLUSION

22.   

 
23.    

24.

The City is using the Notice and Plan as an opportunity to engage with the 
community and educate residents on how to prepare and protect their 
properties.

The City also recognises that not all residents will be at home when they 
arrive to undertake an assessment. The City will leave a small door hanger 
filled with promotional items advertising the “Are you Ready” Bushfire 
season message, so residents know FCOs have attended their premise.

The City will issue written work orders to homeowners who are assessed 
as non-complaint. The City will only issue infringement notices to 
homeowners after they have been given 14 days to complete the works 
identified in their respective work order.
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Voting Requirements: Simple Majority

RECOMMENDATION

That Council NOTES the implementation of the City of Kalamunda – Fire Hazard 
Assessment Plan 2020/21 and City of Kalamunda – Fire Hazard Reduction Notice 
2020/21. 
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10.2. Asset Services Reports

10.2.1. Closure of South-Eastern End of Nardine Close 

Declaration of financial / conflict of interests to be recorded prior to dealing with each item.

Previous 
Items

Nil

Directorate Asset Services
Business Unit Asset Planning
File Reference NR-10/GEN
Applicant N/A
Owner N/A

Attachments 1. Nardine Road Closure - ECHO 17 July [10.2.1.1 - 1 
page]

TYPE OF REPORT

 Advocacy When Council is advocating on behalf of the community to 
another level of government/body/agency

 Executive When Council is undertaking is substantive role of direction 
setting and oversight (e.g. accepting tenders, adopting plans 
and budgets

 Information For Council to note
 Legislative Includes adopting Local Laws, Town Planning Schemes and 

Policies.  When Council determines a matter that directly 
impacts a person’s rights and interests where the principles of 
natural justice apply. Examples include town planning 
applications, building licences, other permits or licences 
issued under other Legislation or matters that could be 
subject to appeal to the State Administrative Tribunal

STRATEGIC PLANNING ALIGNMENT

Kalamunda Advancing Strategic Community Plan to 2027

Priority 3: Kalamunda Develops
Objective 3.1 - To plan for sustainable population growth.
Strategy 3.1.1 - Plan for diverse and sustainable housing, community 
facilities and industrial development to meet changing social and 
economic needs. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. The purpose of this report is to seek Council approval to implement a 
permanent closure in accordance with s3.50 of the Local Government Act 
1995 of part of Nardine Close in Forrestfield. The closure is for the south-
eastern end of the road only.

2. A temporary closure using plastic barriers has been in place since May 
2020 to reduce hooning and antisocial behaviour that has been occurring 
at the end of the road.  The closure will continue to be enforced by 
retaining the plastic barriers.  No change to the road construction is 
intended. 

3. It is recommended Council determines to close part of Nardine Close in 
accordance with s3.50 of the Local Government Act 1995 (the Act).

BACKGROUND

4. Nardine Close was extended in 2019 as part of the Forrestfield High 
Wycombe Industrial Area Stage 1 development contribution plan.  
Designated Road 2A, the road was constructed to Restricted Access 
Vehicle (RAV) level 4 standard.  This provided a 10-metre-wide carriageway 
and a large 31.5 metre diameter cul-de-sac. 

DETAILS AND ANALYSIS

5. It is proposed to close the south-eastern end of Nardine Close, from 1,185 
metres from the start, to the end being approximately 125 metres, as 
indicated in this diagram:
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6. The wide-open asphalt spaces required for the RAVs, being next to 
undeveloped land, have attracted hooning behaviour that affects the 
remaining residents.

7. In response to a complaint regarding the hooning behaviour, the City of 
Kalamunda installed plastic barriers across the northern side of the 
south-eastern corner. 

8. Under the Local Government Act 1995 Section 3.50, the City can close a 
road temporarily for up to four weeks, however must then implement a 
permanent closure.

9. The section of road is not currently in use.  The properties at 166 and 168 
Sultana Road West abutting Nardine Close, have an existing access to 
Sultana Road West. 

10. The City must give local notice of the proposed closure and seek 
comments (s3.50 (4)(a)).  This was undertaken in The Echo local 
newspaper on 17 July 2020 and the City’s engagement site.  Comments 
were invited up to 18 September 2020.  Only one submission has been 
received.

11. The owners of numbers 166 and 168 Sultana Road West sought 
clarification that the closure was only intended to be temporary, and their 
property would be accessible to Nardine Close for development.  This is 
confirmed, noting the terminology in the Act is prescriptive, so we must 
call the closure “permanent” even if there is an intention to later reopen 
the road.
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12. The Act (s3.50 (4)(b)) also requires the City to seek comment from 
“prescribed persons”.  These include fire services, ambulance services and 
utility service providers that may be affected.  Information was sent to 
these agencies on 3 September 2020 with no objections received at the 
time of this report.

13. The physical nature of the closure will consist of plastic water-filled 
construction barriers placed at the corner where Nardine Close changes 
direction from southeast to northeast.  These barriers are already in place 
as mentioned previously.  The position of the barriers will permit RAVs to 
turn, if needed.  No other change to the road surface or construction is 
intended.

14. The driveway of number 166 Sultana Road West, being a separate block of 
land, adjoins the end of Nardine Close. Therefore, permission will be given 
for residents and visitors of number 166 Sultana Road West to cross the 
closed section of Nardine Close between their driveway and the 
connecting driveway to Sultana Road West.
 

15. It is anticipated within the next 12 months the owners of number 166 or 
168 Sultana Road West will submit a development application and seek to 
have the road re-opened. A subsequent Council report will be provided to 
seek this re-opening.

APPLICABLE LAW

16. S3.50 of the Local Government Act 1995 covers the closing of certain 
thoroughfares to vehicles.  This is supported by section 4 of the Local 
Government (Functions and General) Regulations 1996.

APPLICABLE POLICY

17. Nil.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

18. The matter has been referred to the community and agencies as set out 
above.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

19. A small amount of operating funds are required to place and monitor the 
plastic water-filled barriers.  This expenditure is being covered under the 
City’s operating budget.
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SUSTAINABILITY

Social Implications

20. This proposal will mitigate against concerns regarding hooning behaviour 
in the road.

Economic Implications

21. No notable implications.

Environmental Implications

22. No notable implications.

RISK MANAGEMENT 

23. Risk: That hooning behaviour continues to occur in the road leading to 
risks of injury to the public.

Consequence Likelihood Rating
Fatality Rare Medium
Action/Strategy
Monitor the barriers and seek assistance from the WA Police.

CONCLUSION

24. A closure is proposed at the end of Nardine Close to resolve a local 
hooning concern.  The closure has already been implemented with plastic 
barriers and this is a low-cost solution with medium risk.  Relevant 
agencies have been notified and the closure can proceed in accordance 
with the Act. 

Voting Requirements: Simple Majority

RECOMMENDATION

That Council MAKE an order in accordance with s3.50 of the Local Government Act 1995 
to close Nardine Close starting at 1,185 metres and terminating at the end of the road, 
to all classes of vehicles and pedestrians except where authorised by the City of 
Kalamunda.
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10.2.2. Kalamunda Waste Plan: Food Organics and Garden Organics 
Processing

Declaration of financial / conflict of interests to be recorded prior to dealing with each item.

Previous 
Items

OCM 67/2011; OCM 20/2013; OCM 146/2019;
OCM 294/2019; OCM 95/2020

Directorate Asset Services
Business Unit Asset Waste & Operations
File Reference EG-RLW-006
Applicant N/A
Owner N/A

Attachments Nil

TYPE OF REPORT

 Advocacy When Council is advocating on behalf of the community to 
another level of government/body/agency

 Executive When Council is undertaking is substantive role of direction 
setting and oversight (e.g. accepting tenders, adopting plans 
and budgets

 Information For Council to note
 Legislative Includes adopting Local Laws, Town Planning Schemes and 

Policies.  When Council determines a matter that directly 
impacts a person’s rights and interests where the principles of 
natural justice apply. Examples include town planning 
applications, building licences, other permits or licences 
issued under other Legislation or matters that could be 
subject to appeal to the State Administrative Tribunal

STRATEGIC PLANNING ALIGNMENT

Kalamunda Advancing Strategic Community Plan to 2027

Priority 2: Kalamunda Clean and Green
Objective 2.3 - To reduce the amount of waste produced and increase 
the amount of reuse and recycling of waste.
Strategy 2.3.1 - Identify and implement strategies to reduce waste. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. The purpose of this report is to seek Council commitment that the City of 
Kalamunda (‘City’) will supply its Food Organic / Garden Organic (‘FOGO’) 
waste to a suitable facility provided by the Eastern Metropolitan Regional 
Council (‘EMRC’) proposed to be tendered by EMRC.

2. Along with the five other member Councils of EMRC, this determination 
will provide sufficient certainty to potential bidders of a FOGO processing 
facility that there is a viable supply of FOGO material for a plant to be 
constructed.

3. It is recommended that the City determines that EMRC will provide the 
FOGO processing facility for its FOGO waste subject to acceptable 
outcomes of the EMRC FOGO tender.

BACKGROUND

4. At the June 2020 Ordinary Council Meeting, it was resolved (OCM 95/2020) 
that (in part) that Council: 

1. ADOPT the City of Kalamunda Waste Plan (Attachment 2) and forward to 
Department of Water and Environmental Regulation for approval. 

2. ADOPT a three-bin residential waste service subject to acceptable FOGO 
processing costs. 

3. RECEIVE a subsequent report confirming the costs of the FOGO waste 
management process once these are known. 

5. Subsequent to this decision, investigations have progressed in regard to 
the FOGO processing matter.

6. EMRC at their Ordinary Council Meeting of 17 September 2020 considered 
a report from the Waste Advisory Committee of EMRC and determined 
that (in part):
“Council request its member Councils to confirm their commitment to supply 
their FOGO waste, at an indicative cost in the range as referred to in the 
confidential attachment to this report, to the Permanent FOGO Processing 
Facility for a 20-year period from the commencement of operations.”

DETAILS AND ANALYSIS

7. Currently there isn’t sufficient FOGO processing plant capacity in the Perth 
& Peel region that will cater for the anticipated tonnage of FOGO waste 
generated from each Council. This leads to the conclusion that new 
processing capacity needs to be developed.
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8. The City, as a member of EMRC, has endorsed the EMRC FOGO strategy in 
that EMRC will provide a FOGO processing facility for its member councils. 
The City, of course, would only commit to any contract to provide FOGO 
waste to EMRC once the terms and costs are acceptable.

9. The EMRC have progressed an Expression of Interest with the market to 
determine potential suppliers of FOGO from which a short list of five 
suppliers have been identified for tender.

10. As requested by member Councils, EMRC also have conducted a feasibility 
study to determine the most optimal FOGO processing technology and 
delivery contract model for FOGO processing. This study concluded that it 
would be best to seek tenders from the five suppliers on a small list of 
selected technologies and two primary contract models along with a 
simple waste supply agreement model, allowing EMRC and member 
Councils then to ascertain which is the ‘best fit’ solutions.

11. The three main construction models within this tender (setting aside 
maintenance) will be:

Type of Contract Who takes risk that 
sufficient volume of 
FOGO will be produced 
for the plant

Assurance needed in 
tender document

Contractor to Design, 
Build, (Operate and 
Maintain for defined 
period) (DBOM)

EMRC Nil – although EMRC 
would need 
assurances that 
Councils are 
participating

Contractor to Design, 
Build, Own, Operate 
and Transfer 
(DBOOT)

Contractor Would need assurance 
in tender that Councils 
are providing FOGO

Contractor to build 
their own facility at 
Red Hill under a site 
lease

Contractor Nil – although 
provision of 
commitment to supply 
would aid in the 
contractor’s risk 
analysis
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12. Whilst the City may be agnostic to the technologies on offer, the 
predominant issue to be resolved in this report, is providing EMRC with 
advice of the City’s intent to provide its FOGO waste to EMRC for 
processing.

13. The modelling by EMRC at this stage suggests that the six member 
Councils will provide 55,000 Tonnes pa of FOGO material, with Kalamunda 
making up 10,700 pa Tonnes pa of this.

14. It is concluded that the City in providing this commitment to EMRC can do 
so certain that if the proposed gate fee is not acceptable, there is no 
binding agreement between the City and EMRC.

15. It is also worthy to note that there is not at present many facilities that 
can process FOGO and that as each Council in Perth & Peel make their 
decisions to proceed down the FOGO path, the market will need to 
provide sufficient facilities at acceptable costs. The State has recognised 
this issue; whilst EMRC is well placed  to undertake FOGO processing for 
member councils and grow their capacity for other Councils (at new 
revenue for EMRC and its members).

APPLICABLE LAW

16. Local Government Act 1995 in relation to entering into agreements for 
goods or services with Regional Councils.

APPLICABLE POLICY

17. CEO Instruction CEO-17 Purchasing.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

18. N/A.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

19. Nil, until such time that FOGO costs are known and recommended for 
adoption.

SUSTAINABILITY

Environmental Implications

20. FOGO has environmental benefits in reducing waste to landfill and 
converting waste to useable by-products (including compost, mulch or 
gas).
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RISK MANAGEMENT 

21. Risk: That the proposed gate fee for FOGO is too high to be acceptable 
to the City delaying the ability to implement a three-bin system until a 
more acceptable outcome can be sourced.

Consequence Likelihood Rating
Significant Unlikely Medium
Action/Strategy
City officers (along with other member council officers) will be 
participating in assessing EMRC FOGO tenders and will be seeking a 
gate fee that is within expectations.

CONCLUSION

22. Providing this commitment with the rider of an acceptable gate fee allows 
the EMRC Tender to provide bidders with some certainty and reduce their 
risks which may be built into the tender outcome.

Voting Requirements: Simple Majority

RECOMMENDATION

That Council CONFIRM that the City of Kalamunda will provide its Food Organic / Garden 
Organic waste to the Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council for processing subject to an 
acceptable outcome to the City of Kalamunda of the Eastern Metropolitan Regional 
Council Food Organic / Garden Organic Tender process.
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10.2.3. Solar Farm Feasibility Study Outcomes

Declaration of financial / conflict of interests to be recorded prior to dealing with each item.

Previous 
Items

OCM 262/2019

Directorate Asset Services
Business Unit Asset Services
File Reference 3.009592; DW-02/120
Applicant City of Kalamunda
Owner City of Kalamunda

Attachments 1. Feasibility Study - Pioneer Park Solar Farm [10.2.3.1 
- 60 pages]

TYPE OF REPORT

 Advocacy When Council is advocating on behalf of the community to 
another level of government/body/agency

 Executive When Council is undertaking its substantive role of direction 
setting and oversight (e.g. accepting tenders, adopting plans 
and budgets

 Information For Council to note
 Legislative Includes adopting Local Laws, Town Planning Schemes and 

Policies.  When Council determines a matter that directly 
impacts a person’s rights and interests where the principles of 
natural justice apply. Examples include town planning 
applications, building licences, other permits or licences 
issued under other Legislation or matters that could be 
subject to appeal to the State Administrative Tribunal

STRATEGIC PLANNING ALIGNMENT

Kalamunda Advancing Strategic Community Plan to 2027

Priority 2: Kalamunda Clean and Green
Objective 2.2 - To achieve environmental sustainability through effective 
natural resource management.
Strategy 2.2.1 - Facilitate the appropriate use of water and energy 
supplies for the City.
Strategy 2.2.2 - Use technology to produce innovative solutions to reduce 
power and water usage.
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Priority 2: Kalamunda Clean and Green
Objective 2.4 - To ensure contaminated sites are safe and managed to 
ultimate use.
Strategy 2.4.1 - Identify, examine and manage risk associated with 
contaminated sites.

Priority 3: Kalamunda Develops
Objective 3.3 - To develop and enhance the City's economy.
Strategy 3.3.1 - Facilitate and support the success and growth of industry 
and businesses.

Priority 4: Kalamunda Leads
Objective 4.2 - To proactively engage and partner for the benefit of 
community.
Strategy 4.2.2 - Increase advocacy activities and develop partnerships to 
support growth and reputation. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. The purpose of this report is to consider the outcomes of a study into the 
potential of a solar farm to be located within the City of Kalamunda (City) 
stemming from a pre-feasibility study undertaken in 2019.

2. It is concluded the old tip site at Pioneer Park is the most feasible location 
for a solar farm and has outlined a staged approach the City may 
undertake to develop this facility.

3. It is recommended Council endorse the next steps detailed in this report.

BACKGROUND

4. At the November 2019 Ordinary Council Meeting, a report was provided 
regarding a pre-feasibility investigation into a solar farm with aims of 
reducing the City’s carbon footprint for its owned buildings and street 
lighting as well as potentially developing a future revenue source.  It was 
resolved (OCM 262/2019) that (in part) That Council: 

1. ACCEPT the Solar Farm Pre-feasibility Assessment report (Confidential 
Attachment 1) as a reference document for the potential development of 
a solar farm. 

2. PROCEED to a feasibility phase, undertaking community engagement to 
determine community support.

5. Consultants were appointed in April 2020 to undertake this feasibility 
phase works at a cost of $20,000.
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DETAILS AND ANALYSIS

6. The feasibility study is provided as Attachment 1 to this report.  The study 
quickly concluded the most viable location for a solar farm on land owned 
or controlled by the City (avoiding land procurement costs) was Pioneer 
Park in Forrestfield.  The study report reflects this in its title.

7. The study reviewed the initial financial analysis in regard to current and 
projected value of solar energy identified key risks if a large scale solar 
farm in excess of City internal electricity needs was developed. 

8. The study concluded Pioneer Park is well suited to a ballasted, non 
penetrating solar array farm. It concluded a smaller scale (~ 800 kW size) 
as the initial build seemed to offer the possibility of lowest cost and risk, 
which matches the current contestable load of the City.
 

9. The recommended business model is the City engages a private 
developer via Power Purchase agreement. The developer could lease the 
site, build and operate the Solar Farm and sell ‘green energy’ to the City.

10. The report identified several key issues would require further 
investigations before the City made any commitment to the necessary 
funding to get a solar farm project ‘off the ground’.  These are discussed 
below.

11. The conclusion drawn is the northern part of Pioneer Park is well suited 
for a solar farm from a technical perspective. The key concern raised is 
that ground conditions need to be verified via geotechnical analysis to 
validate the suitability of the intended ‘non-penetrating’ solar panel array 
system.

12. The report also noted a connection to the Western Power system would 
require costs to be paid to Western Power.  The City initiated an initial 
feasibility assessment request to Western Power who have noted it would 
be feasible to connect the solar farm to their system, however a further 
study at an indicative cost of $33,860 would need to be paid by the City to 
Western Power for them to provide a firm position on this and final advice 
of any further connection fee needing to be paid by the City if 
construction proceeded.  A connection fee of $150,000 and beyond is not 
unreasonable to be assumed.

13. As an alternative, the report has taken account of the existing electricity 
network connection on site that has been established by EDL to feed in 
power to the Western Power Network. This connection was established 
when gas extraction from the site generated sufficient fuel to operate an 
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onsite generator and provided EDL with revenue from sale of the 
electricity.  This infrastructure is largely now in place to allow an onsite 
diesel generator to generate electricity if there is an economic business 
case to do so.  The consultants have proposed that potential exists for the 
City and EDL to come to an arrangement that this network connection be 
used for the solar farm avoiding a large degree of the Western Power 
network connection fee.  This would limit the size of the solar farm to 
about the 800 kW capacity recommended.  These discussions with EDL 
have not yet occurred.

14. Pioneer Park is part of reserve 41156 which is Crown Land vested in care 
and control of the City.  It is zoned Parks and Recreation [Reserve] under 
the Metropolitan Region Scheme with no specific zoning under the City’s 
Local Planning Scheme No 3.  Approval for any development, such as a 
solar farm, would need to be given by the Western Australian Planning 
Commission (WAPC).

15. The City has not yet been able to receive agreement in principle from the 
WAPC.  They have advised that their process requires a Development 
Application from the City to be submitted at which time they would advise 
whether or not the intended use is suitable. In considering the 
development application for the site, the WAPC would have regard to the 
Position Statement: Renewables energy facilities.

16. The current classification of the site is ‘Possibly Contaminated – 
Investigation Required’. Management plans for sites such as these are 
typically devised once the contamination onsite is fully understood and 
remediation has been completed.  The City is currently working towards 
completing comprehensive investigations to fully understand the 
contamination that exists on this site and to inform future remediation.

17. The consultants preparing the report have also discussed with the City the 
emerging issues surrounding larger scale (i.e. not Domestic) battery 
storage technologies and matters regarding the use of renewables 
impacting the Western Power network.  They have advised that, whilst not 
the subject of this study, the City could be able to generate significant 
revenue streams from a battery system as a means of providing network 
stability for Western Power.  A close watch on this issue is being 
undertaken by officers.

18. There is still a significant residual risk in determining the manner in which 
the City develops the contractual arrangements for the sale of the 
electricity from the solar farm.  These can range from simply leasing the 
site through to the City becoming a licensed retailer and generator of 
electricity. 
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19. The Consultant has recommended in his report the next steps for the City 
to proceed further on this project.  These are contained in Section 9.2 of 
the attached study.

20. It is necessary that the following matters are resolved prior to committing 
any further funding to the project (in no particular order):
a) seek an Expression of Interest from the market to determine if there 

are external operators who would be interested in leasing the land to 
build, own and operate a solar farm, providing the City with lease 
returns and potentially energy savings;

b) advocate within WAPC to determine if agreement in principle can be 
given for the site to be partly used as a solar farm without triggering 
the need for a full Development Application;

c) develop and implement an engagement process with the community 
in particular to the site; and

d) complete the contaminated sites assessment thus determining the 
constraints of use of the site.

21. A subsequent report would then be provided to Council recommending 
the next steps for the project.

APPLICABLE LAW

22. Local Government Act 1995 in regard to disposal of property.

APPLICABLE POLICY

23. Not applicable.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

24. It is recommended that community engagement is now undertaken in 
regard to the proposed site.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

25. There would be minimal impact upon the operational budget to 
undertake the recommended actions from this report.

SUSTAINABILITY

26. There are obvious benefits in producing electricity for use by the City from 
renewable sources to reduce our carbon footprint.
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RISK MANAGEMENT 

27. Risk: The constraints inherent within the Pioneer Park site result in an 
outcome that cannot allow the project to proceed.

Consequence Likelihood Rating

Action/Strategy
Investigations are then undertaken regarding alternate land parcels that 
can be procured at an acceptable cost.

CONCLUSION

28. The solar farm project appears not to have issues that would prevent its 
progression that cannot be resolved with further internal investigation.  It 
is recommended that the City resolve the matters that can be undertaken 
with internal resources before committing further funds for external 
consultancies.

Voting Requirements: Simple Majority

RECOMMENDATION

That Council:

1. RECEIVE the report (Attachment 1) regarding the feasibility of a solar 
farm at Pioneer Park.

2. ENDORSE the following actions to be undertaken by the City:

a) develop and implement a community engagement plan regarding 
the concept of a solar farm at Pioneer Park;

b) consult at senior level with WAPC to seek their approval in principle 
or otherwise for a solar farm to be located at Pioneer Park;

c) complete the studies to resolve the status of the contaminated site 
or otherwise for Pioneer Park; and

d) seek Expressions of Interest from the market into the potential for 
development of the site at Pioneer Park for a solar farm.

3. RECEIVE a subsequent report on the subject at an appropriate time.
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10.2.4. Parking Concerns for Whistlepipe Gully and Mundy Regional 
Park 

Declaration of financial / conflict of interests to be recorded prior to dealing with each item.

Previous 
Items

N/A

Directorate Asset Services
Business Unit Asset Planning
File Reference OR-03/GEN, LW-04/GEN, FL-02/GEN
Applicant N/A
Owner N/A

Attachments 1. Orange Valley Road parking photos [10.2.4.1 - 2 
pages]

2. Falls Road parking photos [10.2.4.2 - 1 page]
3. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT REPORT Whistlepipe 

Gully Parking Rev 1 [10.2.4.3 - 19 pages]
4. Falls Road embayed parking concept 4505-01-01 

[10.2.4.4 - 1 page]
5. Falls Road embayed parking concept 4505-01-02 

[10.2.4.5 - 1 page]
6. Lewis Road cul-de-sac concept 4500 01-01 A 

[10.2.4.6 - 1 page]

TYPE OF REPORT

 Advocacy When Council is advocating on behalf of the community to 
another level of government/body/agency

 Executive When Council is undertaking its substantive role of direction 
setting and oversight (e.g. accepting tenders, adopting plans 
and budgets

 Information For Council to note
 Legislative Includes adopting Local Laws, Town Planning Schemes and 

Policies.  When Council determines a matter that directly 
impacts a person’s rights and interests where the principles of 
natural justice apply. Examples include town planning 
applications, building licences, other permits or licences 
issued under other Legislation or matters that could be 
subject to appeal to the State Administrative Tribunal
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STRATEGIC PLANNING ALIGNMENT

Kalamunda Advancing Strategic Community Plan to 2027
Priority 3: Kalamunda Develops
Objective 3.2 - To connect community to quality amenities.
Strategy 3.2.2 - Provide and advocate for improved transport solutions 
and better connectivity through integrated transport planning.

Priority 3: Kalamunda Develops
Objective 3.4 - To be recognised as a preferred tourism destination.
Strategy 3.4.1 - Facilitate, support and promote, activities and places to 
visit. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. The purpose of this report is to present a range of options to address the 
experience of residents surrounding Mundy Regional park, arising from 
the parking demand for the Whistlepipe Gully and Lesmurdie Falls, and 
the overall popularity of the surrounding regional park. 

2. The specific areas addressed are at the end of Orange Valley Road, the 
end of Lewis Road (Forrestfield), and Falls Road adjacent to Mundy 
Regional Park.

3. Several measures have been implemented to date.  This report sets out 
the proposed next steps, along with addressing some of the impacts of 
works to date. Broader engagement with the State Government is 
necessary.
 

BACKGROUND

4. The City has been receiving an increasing number and intensity of 
complaints about the extent of vehicles parking at the end of Orange 
Valley Road, the end of Lewis Road Forrestfield, and also Falls Road. 
People are parking at Orange Valley Road and Lewis Road to access the 
Whistlepipe Gully Walk. The Falls Road area provides access to walks 
around the Lesmurdie Falls.

5. Across wider Perth there has been a dramatic increase in visits to parks 
and natural areas, partly believed to be caused by the Covid-19 pandemic 
and its effect on limiting people’s travel and social options.  In addition 
there is an increasing number of walking groups that connect on social 
media and share information about parks and trails, thus spreading the 
word.
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6. In respect of the Whistlepipe Gully Walk in Mundy Regional Park, it is 
increasingly attractive, being dog-friendly and accessible (to some degree) 
at both ends, gentler gradients than Lesmurdie Falls, and very close to 
Perth city. The City of Kalamunda provides maps on its web site, and in 
the past has promoted access via the Lewis Road end, where there is a 
small area for parking.

7. Lesmurdie Falls continues to be a popular attraction in Perth with three 
separate carpark areas, public toilets, and well formed walking trail 
leading to a lookout at the top of the falls, a walk of only 350 metres.

8. The City of Kalamunda Tourism Development Strategy 2019-2025 
identifies a number of relevant matters:
a) Mundy Regional Park and Whistlepipe Gully are listed under “Our 

Product”, being recognised tourism features.
b) Inadequate parking and public transport is given as a constraint to 

developing tourism (across the City)
c) Parking for Lesmurdie Falls and Whistlepipe Gully from Forrestfield is 

described as “easy-to-access”.
d) There is an identified Action to:

 “Increase parking facilities and accessibility: 
- Review and increase parking capacity at key attractions/points 

of interest and ensure cost-effective options to encourage 
longer stays, and 

- Develop facilities for coach/bus parking to encourage day trip 
excursions and work with DBCA to manage parking within 
National Parks.”

9. In terms of related background, the parking spaces for Lesmurdie Falls 
were expanded in 2015 following a period of local complaints.  The two 
gravel carparks north east of the main sealed carpark were constructed 
by community volunteers with privately raised funding, by the Friends of 
Upper Lesmurdie Falls Inc.  These areas also have revegetation programs 
in place.

10. Both the Whistlepipe Gully Walk, and Lesmurdie Falls are within the 
Mundy Regional Park. The park is managed by the Department for 
Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions (DBCA).  The existing formed 
parking areas off Lewis Road and Falls Road are within the park area and 
so are managed by DBCA. Only the carpark at the end of Palm Terrace is 
managed by the City.

11. Plans showing the location of the walk, and photos showing the extent of 
parking problems at each location are shown in Attachments 1 & 2.
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12. The range of concerns that have been reported in recent times related to 
the increase in parked vehicles on Orange Valley Road, include: 
a) a need for public toilets;
b) visibility for traffic, and road safety;
c) loss of amenity for residents;
d) degrading road quality;
e) concerns over service vehicle access such as rubbish trucks and 

emergency vehicles if the road is blocked with parked cars; and
f) known nesting area for blue wrens at the western end of the road.

13. The range of concerns for Lewis Road also arising from the increase in 
parked vehicles included:
a) people driving into private property to park;
b) people using crossovers to turn around in, and parking across them;
c) lack of public toilets;
d) concerns over service vehicle access such as rubbish trucks and 

emergency vehicles if the road is blocked with parked cars; and
e) the narrow road being able to support safe parking on one side 

only, with visibility problems for traffic, road safety, and pedestrians.

14. There are other areas around the Mundy Regional Park where parking 
problems have arisen however they are not believed to be at the scale of 
the above three areas.

15. Orange Valley Road, west of Betti Road, is a short length of sealed and 
kerbed road, 5.1 metres wide.  A cul-de-sac at the end is undersized based 
on current standards, and waste trucks are known to use the park 
maintenance access driveway to turn around.  There is no formal parking 
area at the end of Orange Valley Road.  There is a small gravel area to the 
south that forms part of the firebreak and maintenance access to the 
park.  Any people that park here will be obstructing the emergency access 
point.  Most of the road has trees and vegetation growing along the verge, 
which limits parking options.

16. In terms of related background, the parking spaces for Lesmurdie Falls 
were expanded in 2015 following a period of local complaints.  The two 
gravel carparks north east of the main sealed carpark were constructed 
by community volunteers with privately raised funding, by the Friends of 
Upper Lesmurdie Falls Inc.  These areas also have revegetation programs 
in place.
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17. Both the Whistlepipe Gully Walk, and Lesmurdie Falls are within the 
Mundy Regional Park.  The park is managed by the Department for 
Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions (DBCA).  The existing formed 
parking areas off Lewis Road and Falls Road are within the park area and 
so are managed by DBCA.  Only the carpark at the end of Palm Terrace is 
managed by the City.

18. Plans showing the location of the walk, and photos showing the extent of 
parking problems at each location are shown in Attachments 1 & 2.

19. Orange Valley Road provides access to the east, top end of the 
Whistlepipe Gully Walk, which is perhaps the prettier end of the walk with 
larger trees providing shade.  The track here gradually slopes to the west, 
and a bridge crosses the gully a little further down, providing a convenient 
loop for walkers.

20. In May 2019, the City installed no stopping signs in the cul-de-sac at the 
western end of Orange Valley Road.  In August this year further parking 
control signs were installed.  They set ‘No parking on road or verge’ on the 
northern side, and ‘No parking on verge’ on the southern side, thus 
permitted parking is only along the kerb on the south side of the road and 
not where it conflicts with the intersection of Betti Road or residents’ 
driveways.

21. Lewis Road, Forrestfield, is a long sealed and unkerbed road, 6.1 metres 
wide.  There is no formed cul-de-sac at the end, as the road seal turns to 
the east and becomes a small parking area within the Mundy Regional 
Park.  When parking demand is high, people use private crossovers to 
turn around in, and may even drive into private property.  The road has 
trees and vegetation that limit parking on the west side, while a deep 
drainage gully on the east side limits the extent of road shoulder that can 
be parked on.

22. Lewis Road provides the preferred access point to the bottom, western 
end of the Whistlepipe Gully Walk.  The walk from here however is not 
appealing as initially walkers must traverse up a long exposed 
maintenance track before reaching the rocky features and larger trees.

23. In August this year, no parking signs were installed on the west side of 
Lewis Road, Forrestfield.  The ‘No parking on the road or verge’ controls 
run approximately 400 metres from the north end of Lewis Road.  Thus 
permitted parking will only exist along the east side of Lewis Road, and 
within the Mundy Regional Park at the small existing sealed carpark.
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24. Falls Road, adjacent to the parking areas for Lesmurdie Falls, has also 
seen an increase in parking demand.  The highest parking demand is 
demonstrated in the photos in Attachment 2.  Falls Road is a 6.8 metre 
wide sealed road with solid white centreline along most of its length 
(within the area of the Mundy Regional Park).  There is also a concrete 
footpath on the north side, connecting to the main sealed carpark in the 
park.

25. At Falls Road, the solid white centreline prevents vehicles from legally 
passing along the sloped and curving road.  This line also prevents legally 
parking in the road as under the Road Traffic Code a parked vehicle must 
provide a minimum of three metres of space for legal passing.  The solid 
centreline prevents this legal passing.

26. In response to the parking concerns, the City’s Rangers have been 
undertaking many additional patrols to the end of Orange Valley Road 
and Lewis Road: 
a) on Falls Road, 10 complaints have been received regarding parking 

in 2019 and 2020. During 2019 the City issued 3 infringements. In 
2020 to date, the City has issued 11 cautions and 18 infringements 

b) on Lewis Road, 11 complaints have been received regarding parking 
in 2019 and 2020. During 2019 the City issued 1 infringement. In 
2020 to date, the City has issued 11 cautions and 4 infringements. 
The infringements have only been issued following the installation 
of the new signs in August; and

c) on Orange Valley Road, 25 complaints have been received regarding 
parking in 2019 and 2020. During 2019 the City issued 23 cautions 
and 97 infringements. In 2020 to date, the City has issued 28 
cautions and 127 infringements.

27. On 8 June 2020 the City wrote formally to the Hon. Stephen Dawson 
(Minister for the Environment), the Hon. Paul Papalia (Minister for 
Tourism), and Mr Matthew Hughes, Member for Kalamunda, requesting 
assistance in the provision of improved parking facilities.

28. The Hon. Stephen Dawson responded that “DBCA recommends the 
promotion of the trail by the City of Kalamunda be reduced particularly 
for the upcoming busy spring period, and that any promotion of walking 
trails in Mundy Regional Park focus on trails with adequate car parking 
and visitor facilities.”

29. The City is yet to receive any commitments offered by the Honourable 
members to improve parking facilities or make other changes.
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30. The City also enquired with the Public Transport Authority (PTA) on the 
possibility of re-routing a bus service to include Falls Road near the 
Lesmurdie Falls carparks.  This may alleviate local parking problems if 
people are able to take public transport.  The PTA advice was that this is 
not viable as the popular times for visiting the park is in the off peak so 
there are less bus services.  Priority for new routes is given to new 
subdivision areas with higher populations.

31. In 2020 the City undertook community engagement to clearly understand 
the position of the community and the extent of the impacts in regards to 
Whistlepipe. 

32. Over a number of years improvements have been made to the falls Road 
area, including the addition of two ‘overflow’ car parks as a part of the 
Friends of Upper Lesmurdie Falls rehabilitation project, of which the City 
was a partner. 

DETAILS AND ANALYSIS

33. A further series of ‘No stopping’ yellow lines are planned to be installed in 
Orange Valley Road to reinforce that parking in front of crossovers and on 
the corners is not permitted.

34. The allowance of parking on one side of the road recognises that for both 
Orange Valley Road and Lewis Road the sealed road is narrow. Controlling 
parking to one side ensures drivers only park (legally) on that one side. 
Parking on the one side will still reduce the passing space to between 
three and four metres, allowing only one-way traffic in places.

35. Any introduction of parking controls in locations such as this will create 
flow-on effects as visitors seek to park nearby, or at other locations to 
access the park.

36. Parking options have been discussed with DBCA, whom manage the 
Mundy Regional Park. Some results of that are:
a) Although there is a separately owned lot of land at the end of the 

Orange Valley Road cul-de-sac, the State Governments position is that 
it will not suit additional parking due to its isolation. There needs to 
be passive surveillance to prevent illicit activities (drug use, drinking 
etc). 

b) Additional parking could be provided on the verge of Alpine Road, if 
the DBCA were able to provide improved trail signs connecting that 
location to the Whistlepipe Gully. This would require a small scale of 
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funding to formalise the parking. It is not known if this would reduce 
the impact on OVR.

c) There is limited space to improve parking at the Lewis Road end.
d)  The State Government agencies have asked that any interested 

parties promote access to Whistlepipe Gully from Lewis Road (which 
the City does). 

e) A consultant will be appointed by them later this year (anticipate 
October-November) to design improvements to the Lewis Road and 
Falls Road parking. It is unlikely that this will significantly increase the 
number of parking bays.

37. The City undertook community engagement in June and July 2020. 
Surveys were sent to residents and property owners within a 400 metre 
radius of the ends of Lewis Road and Orange Valley Road.  The survey was 
also available on the City of Kalamunda’s engagement portal. 

38. The City received 61 responses to the survey, with the following being the 
key results:
a) 42 respondents Strongly Agreed or Agreed there was a parking and 

traffic problem that needed addressing, 9 Strongly Disagreed or 
Disagreed,

b) 24 respondents Strongly Agreed or Agreed that they were 
supportive of on street parking, while 29 Strongly Disagreed or 
Disagreed,

c) 30 respondents Strongly Agreed or Agreed they had no issues with 
walkers parking to go to the park, 19 Strongly Disagreed or 
Disagreed, and

d) 35 respondents Strongly Agreed or Agreed that DBCA should 
provide more parking, while 17 Strongly Disagreed or Disagreed.

39. Comments given with the surveys had common themes.  The themes 
mentioned by more than three people were:
a) Increase in rubbish, litter, and dog poo-bags, and request for more 

bins (7)
b) The road being narrow, parked vehicles blocking the street, blocking 

sight lines, and road safety (8)
c) Antisocial activity and thoughtless behaviour from some visitors (8)
d) Increased parking causing detrimental impact to privacy and 

amenity (7)
e) The parking causes a problem with access for emergency services or 

waste services vehicles (6)
f) Need for a wider area park visiting and parking plan including signs 

and associated information (6)
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g) Use more space available off Lewis Road for parking, or use the lot 
at the end of OVR (4)

h) Increasing use causing degradation of tracks and vegetation within 
the park (6)

i) Dogs off lead causing a problem (4)

40. In response to the above themes, items (b) to (g) are addressed within this 
report.  Items (a) and (h) can be raised with DBCA as part of a proposed 
parking strategy and their ongoing work in the park (refer Options below). 
Item (i) will be monitored by the City’s Rangers.

41. The use of national and regional parks by the community appears to be a 
very popular pass time, with the State Government releasing its 10-year 
WA Hiking Strategy to ensure Western Australians continue to enjoy the 
great outdoors in a safe and sustainable way in June 2020. 

42. The strategy is the first of its kind in the country and complements other 
trail strategies developed over the past 25 years in WA that focus on areas 
such as mountain biking and horse trails.  It will focus on traditional 
bushwalking and the emerging growth area of trail running and will guide 
industry in the funding and development of hiking and trails for the next 
decade.  The State Government has allocated $250,000 over the next 
three years to encourage participation. 

43. The strategy was developed by the Department of Local Government, 
Sport and Cultural Industries (DLGSC) and the Department of Biodiversity, 
Conservation and Attractions (DBCA), along with significant community 
input.

44. Minister Mick Murray said, "Our hiking trails experienced record levels of 
participation over April and May and we want to make sure Western 
Australians continue to enjoy hiking and trail running.”

45. The City is of the view that a balance needs to be found in regard to the 
provision of infrastructure to accommodate visitors and locals to enjoy 
public places along with the protection of neighbourhood amenity. 

46. The following paragraphs 47 to 57 outline the options that are being 
considered, and for which guidance is sought from the Council. Many of 
the options are not exclusive and can be implemented together.
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47. Option 1: Take no further action. A significant number of parking controls 
have been installed and parking can now be managed through 
compliance. Any further level of parking controls will cause flow-on effects 
that may be worse than the original problem.

48. Option 2: Continue to pursue options with DBCA. Towards the end of 
2020 the City will be advised of their plans to change the Lewis Road and 
Falls Road carparks, noting that these are unlikely to dramatically increase 
the number of parking bays.

49. Option 3: Install “Local Traffic Only” signs. Being not regulatory and 
ambiguous (everyone driving past such a sign considers themselves local 
traffic), these signs are generally ineffective.

50. Option 4: Provide residents and their visitors permits to park. This enables 
a higher level of parking controls in affected areas but does not change 
the demand for non-resident parking. Management of these sorts of 
schemes also places substantive burden on Administration.

51. Option 5: Support a specific road closure. Under the Local Government 
Act, Section 3.50, the City is able to close a road to “such other case .. as 
may be specified”. The City could offer to close the end of Orange Valley 
Road so that only residents and their approved visitors could access it. 
There is however a danger in doing this, that a precedent is created which 
could be sought in a number of streets around the Park such as Honey 
Road, West Terrace, Falls Road etc. To action this option will require a 
separate Council report. It would also present similar enforcement 
challenges as exist with current parking restrictions.

52. Option 6: Explore other nearby locations for improved parking such as 
Alpine Road. Plan and fund improvements including better signs, and 
redirect people to these other areas to park and walk from.

53. Option 7: Improve the end of Lewis Road by constructing a cul-de-sac. A 
concept design has been prepared with an estimated cost of $100,000 as 
shown in Attachment 6. The cul-de-sac provides a formal turnaround area 
before the carpark area, which will improve vehicle movement during 
busy periods. This will require funding through the capital works program.
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54. Option 8: Construct additional parking. There are severe constraints to 
this option due to the number of trees in the verges and the topography 
of both Orange Valley Road and Lewis Road.  The road reserves are also 
limited so this would need approval from DBCA to use some of their 
lands. They have already indicated they are not supportive of expanding 
their parking at either the Lewis Road or Orange Valley Road ends (the 
Lewis Road change being considered involves mostly reshaping the 
existing parking area).

55. In relation to this option 8, a concept design has been prepared by the 
City for parking embayments on Falls Road, to access the Lesmurdie Falls 
area. The concept is provided as Attachments 4 & 5. This will cost an 
estimated $180,000. This treatment will be unlikely to improve the parking 
demand for Whistlepipe Gully as the gully is more than two kilometres’ 
walk away from Falls Road.

56. Option 9: Prepare a strategy with the support of DBCA to improve signs, 
information, promotion and parking access to the Mundy Regional Park. 
By improving parking this does not necessarily mean providing more 
parking in congested areas but finding ways to reduce and spread the 
parking demand by having better information disseminated to visitors. 
The City is not presently resourced to deliver such a strategy internally, so 
will need assistance through a consultancy specialising in this area for 
approximately $30,000.

57. Option 10: Advocate with Local Members of Parliament that a working 
group be established comprising City, State and Community stakeholders 
to determine if there is a set of outcomes that can be developed that 
meet the competing needs for access and amenity. It is noted that DBCA 
do maintain car parks and visitor facilities in other National and Regional 
reserves nearby (notably John Forrest in Shire of Mundaring and Ellis 
Brook in City of Gosnells) which provide good amenity without reducing 
local resident amenity.

APPLICABLE LAW
58. The Local Government Act 1995 covers the authority to limit a road to 

certain cases as may be specified.

59. The Road Traffic Act 1974 and Road Traffic Code 2000 cover the authority to 
regulate parking and driver activities.

60. The City of Kalamunda Parking and Parking Facilities Local Law 2019 
extends the authority of the City under the Road Traffic Code and the 
Local Government Act. 
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APPLICABLE POLICY

61. No policy.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 
62. Residents within 400 metres of the ends of Orange Valley Road and Lewis 

Road were consulted as outlined in the Details section of this report.

63. A number of individual residents including the Friends of Upper 
Lesmurdie Falls Group were consulted with at various times during 2019 
and 2020.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
64. There are no financial implications arising directly from this report. The 

following projects can be considered for funding in the operating and 
capital works program:
a) Lewis Road cul-de-sac formation $100,000
b) Falls Road embayment parking $180,000
c) Parking and informing strategy $30,000

SUSTAINABILITY

65. As outlined in the Detail section of this report, an increase or decrease to 
visitors to the Mundy Regional Park will have a small intangible effect on 
the economic environment because there are no businesses directly 
affected.

66. The increasing parking is causing a decline in social amenity for residents 
in the affected streets.

67. An increase in visitors to the Park may cause a decline in environmental 
condition as trails become warn and vegetation is damaged, however this 
also enables more people to experience the natural environment and 
thus gain appreciation and awareness of it.

RISK MANAGEMENT 

68. Risk:  That parking demand continues or increases without the 
matching provision of infrastructure, causing a continuing decline in 
amenity for residents and resulting reputation to the City.
Consequence Likelihood Rating
Significant Unlikely Medium
Action/Strategy
Continue to enforce current parking controls.
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CONCLUSION
69. This matter presents the dichotomy of meeting residential amenity needs 

with the contrast of broader amenity for users of our nature reserves. It 
appears that a ‘whole of stakeholder’ approach is needed to determine if 
the situation can be improved.
 

Voting Requirements: Simple Majority

RECOMMENDATION

That Council 

1. NOTE the community consultation report regarding resident views on 
parking for the Whistlepipe Gully Walk.

2. ADVOCATE that a working group be established with City, State and 
Community Stakeholders to examine and report on matters surrounding 
access and amenity for National and Regional Reserves that have 
visitation impacting the amenity of local residents.
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10.2.5. Canning Road - Road Safety Investigation

Declaration of financial / conflict of interests to be recorded prior to dealing with each item.

Previous 
Items

OCM 58/2013, OCM 177/2019, OCM 107/2018

Directorate Asset Services
Business Unit Asset Planning
File Reference CN-01/GEN; CN-02/GEN
Applicant N/A
Owner N/A

Attachments 1. Canning Road - Road Safety Investigation DVC 
[10.2.5.1 - 140 pages]

2. Canning Road - history of assessment as RAV route 
MRWA [10.2.5.2 - 1 page]

TYPE OF REPORT

 Advocacy When Council is advocating on behalf of the community to 
another level of government/body/agency

 Executive When Council is undertaking its substantive role of direction 
setting and oversight (e.g. accepting tenders, adopting plans 
and budgets

 Information For Council to note
 Legislative Includes adopting Local Laws, Town Planning Schemes and 

Policies.  When Council determines a matter that directly 
impacts a person’s rights and interests where the principles of 
natural justice apply. Examples include town planning 
applications, building licences, other permits or licences 
issued under other Legislation or matters that could be 
subject to appeal to the State Administrative Tribunal

STRATEGIC PLANNING ALIGNMENT

Kalamunda Advancing Strategic Community Plan to 2027
Priority 3: Kalamunda Develops
Objective 3.2 - To connect community to quality amenities.
Strategy 3.2.2 - Provide and advocate for improved transport solutions 
and better connectivity through integrated transport planning. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. The purpose of this report is to consider the Canning Road - Road Safety 
Investigation (RSI), being a preliminary assessment of road safety 
concerns along Canning Road from Pomeroy Road to the City of 
Kalamunda’s (City) southern boundary.

2. Donald Veal Consultants were appointed in 2019/20 to undertake this 
assessment, to address concerns regarding cycling, heavy vehicles and 
road safety that were identified in the City’s Bicycle Plan 2017.  A number 
of improvements have been recommended, totalling $6.6 million.  The 
predominate type of improvement is widening of the road shoulder and 
the protection or removal of roadside hazards.

3. Council is asked to endorse the RSI for the purposes of long term works 
programs and recommended actions as outlined in this report.

BACKGROUND

4. The Council adopted the City of Kalamunda Bicycle Plan in 2018 (OCM 
107/2018).  This plan identified the concerns regarding cycling safety 
along Canning Road and Mundaring Weir Road. 

5. A feature of the Bicycle Plan was the identification of the range of training 
routes used by cyclists and the amount of feedback received from the 
community regarding the safety of cyclists along those roads.  A 
recommended project in the plan, arising from specific feedback during 
the consultation phase, was to undertake a specific investigation of road 
safety on Canning Road.

6. Funds were allocated in the 2019/20 operating budget to undertake the 
road safety investigation. 

7. In 2013 and 2019, the Council has considered the possibility of Canning 
Road (Welshpool Road East to southern boundary) to be reclassified and 
the responsibility of the road transferred to Main Roads WA.  Council 
reports OCM 58/2013 and OCM 177/2019 address this reclassification and 
realignment of the road reserve. 

8. The implication of the road being reclassified is that the City need only 
undertake work in the short term that provides the highest safety benefit 
for its community and vulnerable road users.  In the long term, the 
responsibility for further improvements will be assigned to Main Roads 
WA.
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DETAILS AND ANALYSIS

9. The RSI is a preliminary assessment of the road corridor with a specific 
focus on road safety elements but not to the level of detail of a Road 
Safety Audit.  The objective was to identify at a schematic level, the 
improvements needed to Canning Road and a suggestion on the priority 
of works.  From this, the City intends to proceed to scope and design for 
higher priority improvements and seek funding.

10. Donald Veal Consultants (DVC) were appointed under a competitive 
quotation process with specification to undertake the work.  This was 
funded under the City’s operating budget in 2019/20.  The subsequent site 
visits and assessments were undertaken through March to June 2020, 
with the final report provided in September 2020.  This report is provided 
as Attachment 1.

11. An overarching theme of the assessment is to adopt a road safety safe 
systems approach.  This considers the four elements of: safe speeds, safe 
vehicles, safe road environment and safe road use.  Of specific 
importance to this report are:
a) the aim to improve road shoulder widths and designs, thus 

providing more space for cyclists; and
b) the aim to reduce roadside hazards for all road users.

12. The assessment considered road geometry, road capacity, crash history, 
heavy vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists and the roadside environment.

13. The RSI identified many roadside hazards along Canning Road, including:
a) lack of formed road shoulders that limit options for road users in 

the event of needing to correct their path or avoid hazards;
b) trees and vegetation creating non-frangible objects and sight 

obstructions;
c) power poles, drainage headwalls and other rigid structures within 

the clear zone;
d) steep batters ascending or descending from the road edge that 

reduce the space for road users to correct their path;
e) recent construction projects that have created hazards within the 

clear zone of the road; and
f) street lighting and guide posts in poor locations.

14. To identify what hazards need to be removed or protected in the road 
environment, reference is made to Austroads’ Guide to Road Design and 
the Main Roads WA guidelines for clear zones.  The assessment of the 
level of hazard and treatment is technical and specific to each location 
and hazard type.  
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15. For example, at a design speed of 80 km/hr, and up to 6,000 vehicles per 
day, a drop off the edge of the road of a 4:1 slope needs a clear zone of 
4.5 metres.  If this is not available, the slope must be protected by a 
barrier (such as a guard rail).  

16. Some hazards such as small trees under 100mm diameter within the clear 
zone are considered frangible, will break on impact and so do not require 
removal as hazards.  However, these same trees will eventually grow 
larger and then require removal or protection.

17. The RSI addressed the specific needs of different road users, specifically 
heavy vehicle operators, cyclists and briefly pedestrians. 

18. From Welshpool Road East to the City’s southern boundary, Canning Road 
is a Restricted Access Vehicle (RAV) 4 route, permitting trucks up to 27.5 
metres long and 87.5 tonnes gross mass.  

19. Main Roads WA manage RAV routes and they provided the following 
advice regarding Canning Road (see Attachment 2):

“Canning Road has been approved on the RAV Network 4 since the 
commencement of the RAV Network Framework in 2006.  Prior to this 
the use of the road by RAV vehicles would have been approved on 
individual permits and in 2006 it automatically transitioned onto the 
RAV Network Framework.”
and
“Canning Road forms an important strategic freight route for access 
between the Perth metropolitan area and the Wheatbelt region, with 
Canning Road linking to Welshpool Road East as one of the few 
routes were laden decent is permitted into Perth.  For this reason, the 
freight role of the current RAV 4 network must not be compromised 
or adversely affected by any interim improvements for cycling.”

20. The function and RAV route needed as described by Main Roads WA is 
supported by the City.  In this respect the RSI aims to identify 
improvements for all road users.  The only improvement that may not 
benefit drivers and RAV operators, in particular, is the proposed speed 
zone reductions (refer below).  If the speed zone was reduced to 70 km/hr 
along the entire length, it will take a driver at the speed limit, with no 
intersection delays, an estimated one minute and 24 seconds longer to 
travel from Pomeroy Road to the southern boundary.  RAV operators will 
only travel on Canning Road to and from Welshpool Road East.
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21. As stated in the Background, the reason for undertaking this RSI was to 
address the concerns raised for cyclists on Canning Road.  Canning Road 
is a known route for cyclists training for long distance events, as it 
provides access to the wider Bickley, Carmel and Pickering Brook areas, 
and Welshpool Road East.  The RSI identified many areas where cyclists 
are not supported at a basic level, with examples such as:
a) a kerb on the edge of seal, barriers, drop-offs, and lack of road 

shoulders that prevents cyclists from leaving the road edge safely if 
needed; and

b) lack of cycling support coinciding with no-passing areas so that 
drivers are forced to wait behind cyclists and can become frustrated 
and take risks.

22. The RSI does not propose to construct cycling lanes as the assessment of 
need for such was not within the scope of the report.  Instead, the 
construction of road shoulders and widening of the sealed lanes are 
intended to provide for more shoulder space for cyclists.

23. Pedestrians are not specifically addressed in the report as there are no 
areas generating notable pedestrian activity.  An improvement to the road 
shoulders and roadside environment will also benefit pedestrians.

24. Following the identification of the range of road safety concerns, the RSI 
has identified a number of treatments. 

25. The notable intersection issues that have been identified are:
a) Canning Mills Road – poor visibility and sub-standard barrier.  This 

intersection is already planned for an upgrade in 2021/22, subject to 
land acquisition; 

b) Masonmill Road – removal of vegetation to improve sight lines and 
closure of the northern intersection to remove a sight line problem 
for vehicles exiting onto Canning Road, looking south;

c) Giumelli service road – need to improve access control signs; and
d) Pickering Brook Road – a need for further improvements to address 

the turning movements of RAVs.  The RSI has suggested a 
realignment of the intersection to improve the geometry and space.

26. The scale of improvements that are needed along the road are 
represented in the concept cross sections in pages 116 to 120 of the RSI.  
The improvements include widening road lanes to 3.5 metres minimum, 
defining road shoulders of 2.0 metres typical, identifying where guard 
rails will be needed or hazards removed, and in some cases realigning the 
road centreline within the road reserve.  The specific changes along each 
section will be subject to detailed design.
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27. The RSI also identifies the potential to seek a common speed zoning all 
along Canning Road and 70 km/hr is recommended.  The City 
recommends the following changes:
a) Pomeroy to Welshpool Road East (1.31km) – remain at 70 km/hr;
b) Welshpool Road East to Glenisla Road (2.97km) – currently at 80 

km/hr, aim to change to 70 km/hr.  This will take a complying driver 
an estimated 19 seconds longer to travel the length;

c) Glenisla Road to Pickering Brook Road (0.92km) – remain at 70 
km/hr; and

d) Pickering Brook Road to the City’s southern boundary (5.71km) – 
currently at 90 km/hr, aim to change to 80 km/hr.  In this respect, 
the City can request 70 km/r however the traffic data may preclude 
this result.  A reduction to 80 km/hr will take a complying driver an 
estimated 29 seconds longer, while a reduction to 70 km/hr will take 
65 seconds longer.

28. Given the function of the road as a regional distributor, the length, and 
being a RAV route, the movement of vehicles becomes a priority.  It is 
unlikely that given these factors, MRWA will approve a blanket reduction.  
The City will therefore proceed on the basis of rationalising the speed 
zones to 70 km/hr and 80 km/hr as outlined above and based on making 
improvements to the road environment identified in the RSI.

29. The RSI has provided priorities and preliminary cost estimates for each 
section of Canning Road.  The total value of work has been estimated at 
$6.6 million.  Being a preliminary assessment, some priorities are 
suggested, however the City will need to determine how best to progress 
with the improvements.  The preliminary estimates are provided in page 
52 and the priorities in page 59 of Attachment 1.
 

30. The City undertook significant improvements to Canning Road from 
Pomeroy Road to Welshpool Road East in 2019, including the installation 
of the wire rope barrier.  It is therefore suggested that any further 
improvements along this section should be treated as low priority relative 
to the remainder of Canning Road.
 

31. The City submitted in July 2020 for State Black Spot Program funding, for 
Canning Road from Welshpool Road East to Glenisla Road covering:  
shoulder widening, shoulder grading, culvert relocations, vegetation 
removal, kerb relocations and a localised widening at the northern 
intersection of Masonmill Road.  The submission was for $1.08 million 
with a BCR of 2.92.  It should be noted that the black spot submissions 
require that the treatments align with the crash history, so the funding 
submissions do not necessarily address all safety matters identified in the 
RSI.  As yet the City has not been advised of the outcomes of this 
submission.
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32. Although the RSI identified some priorities, the preliminary level of the 
assessment precluded a detailed rating of projects.  The City has listed the 
following works as the first priority for design and construction, subject to 
funding:
a) all intersection improvements identified; and
b) all short term works such as vegetation removal and pallet storage.

33. The following works will be addressed as the second priority for design 
and construction, subject to funding:  all road corridor improvements 
from Welshpool Road East to Pickering Brook Road, over and above those 
already identified through the black spot project.

34. Canning Road from Glenisla Road to Pickering Brook Road may qualify for 
black spot funding and this will be assessed for the 2022/23 submissions.

35. By the end of 2021/22 the City anticipates that Main Roads WA will take 
over the management of Canning Road from Welshpool Road East to the 
southern boundary.  The City can proceed to design and fund 
improvements after this time with Main Roads WA approval, however 
should only do so where it is considered that there is a significant 
community need and appropriate level of funding. 

36. Due to the timing of the possible reclassification of Canning Road, 
remaining works are not proposed to be continued at this time.  The 
recommendations will be provided to Main Roads WA for consideration 
and programming, being: upgrades to Canning Road south of Pickering 
Brook Road, including the intersection realignment.

37. In 2020/21 the City will be undertaking a Road Safety Investigation of 
Mundaring Weir Road, to identify a similar scale of improvements. 

APPLICABLE LAW

38. The Local Government Act 1995 covers the authority to limit a road to 
certain cases as may be specified.

39. The Road Traffic Act 1974 and Road Traffic Code 2000 cover the authority to 
regulate parking and driver activities.

40. The Main Roads Act 1930 covers the proclamation of main roads and 
secondary roads.
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APPLICABLE POLICY

41. No applicable policy.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

42. The community and stakeholders have not been briefed or consulted with 
regarding the contents of the RSI.  Following endorsement, the 
community and Main Roads WA will be advised and further feedback 
sought as projects are scoped and funded.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

43. The Canning Road - Road Safety Investigation was funded under the 
2019/20 operating budget of $20,000.  All identified work will require 
further scoping, design, and budgeting.  Some of the works may qualify 
for State Black Spot and other grant funding sources.

SUSTAINABILITY

44. Canning Road provides an essential RAV route for commodities and the 
safety and performance of the road has an indirect impact on the 
economic sustainability of the community.

45. Canning Road has been pre-qualified for State Black Spot funding, thus 
indicating the road has had a negative impact on social sustainability.  
Improvements are needed to reduce the likelihood and severity of 
crashes, and the impact to the community of property damage and injury.

46. The proposed work includes removing of vegetation and many mature 
trees within the road reserve, which will have a detrimental impact on the 
natural environment.  The City can investigate planting trees in other 
locations to offset these impacts.
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RISK MANAGEMENT 

47. Risk:  That improvements identified in the Canning Road - Road Safety 
Investigation are not implemented in time to prevent further crash 
injury and damage.
Consequence Likelihood Rating
Major Possible High
Action/Strategy
Continue to scope and seek funding as part of City priorities.  Aim to 
deliver the next level of concept design quickly, so that priorities can be 
better managed.

48. Risk:  That some or all improvements are not supported by the 
community due to impacts to the environment (specifically trees).

Consequence Likelihood Rating
Major Possible High
Action/Strategy
Inform the community as part of scoping for the vegetation works, and 
undertake surveys where required.  Significant mature trees can be 
protected with barriers, at a cost.

49. Risk:  That some or all speed limit changes are not supported by the 
community due to impacts to travel time.

Consequence Likelihood Rating
Moderate Possible Medium
Action/Strategy
Community approval to reduce a speed limit is desirable but not 
technically required. Inform the community of the changes once 
approved by MRWA.
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CONCLUSION

50. The consultant Donald Veal Consultants has provided a preliminary 
assessment of the road safety concerns along Canning Road, from 
Pomeroy Road to the City’s southern boundary.  The preliminary estimate 
of the work is $6.6 million, with $1.08 million already proposed for 
improvement under the State Black Spot funding program. 

51. The RSI has identified that road widenings and hazard protection and 
removal are required along the length of the road, to improve the safety 
for all road users.  Further scoping and design is needed in order to 
prioritise the work better and identify appropriate funding sources.

52. Not all works are proposed to be completed by the City, as the road is 
expected to be transferred to Main Roads WA’s responsibility in 2021/22. 
The work south of Pickering Brook Road, other than vegetation clearing, 
will be recommended to Main Roads WA to undertake at that time.

Voting Requirements: Simple Majority

RECOMMENDATION

That Council ENDORSE the Canning Road – Road Safety Investigation and note that 
projects will be scoped and submitted for future funding consideration.
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10.2.6. Community Appointment to Kalamunda Environmental 
Advisory Committee

Declaration of financial / conflict of interests to be recorded prior to dealing with each item.

Previous 
Items

OCM 250/2019; OCM 307/2019

Directorate Asset Services
Business Unit Parks & Environmental Services
File Reference EV-EPP-014
Applicant N/A
Owner N/A

Attachments Nil

Confidential 
Attachment

1. Kalamunda Environmental Advisory Committee 
Community Member Nomination

Reason for Confidentiality: Local Government Act 1995 (WA) 
Section 5.23 (2) (b) - "the personal affairs of any person."

TYPE OF REPORT

 Advocacy When Council is advocating on behalf of the community to 
another level of government/body/agency

 Executive When Council is undertaking its substantive role of direction 
setting and oversight (eg accepting tenders, adopting plans 
and budgets

 Information For Council to note
 Legislative Includes adopting Local Laws, Town Planning Schemes and 

Policies.  When Council determines a matter that directly 
impacts a person’s rights and interests where the principles of 
natural justice apply. Examples include town planning 
applications, building licences, other permits or licences 
issued under other Legislation or matters that could be 
subject to appeal to the State Administrative Tribunal

STRATEGIC PLANNING ALIGNMENT

Kalamunda Advancing Strategic Community Plan to 2027

Priority 2: Kalamunda Clean and Green
Objective 2.1 - To protect and enhance the environmental values of the 
City.
Strategy 2.1.3 - Community engagement and education in environmental 
management.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. The purpose of this report is to consider the community member 
nomination to the City of Kalamunda (City) Environmental Advisory 
Committee (Committee) and amendment to the Terms of Reference for 
the Committee.

2. The City received resignations from the Committee from two community 
members and undertook advertisements for community members to 
submit their interest in standing for this Committee. Only one nomination 
was received.

3. It is recommended that Council endorse the nomination of the 
community representative (Confidential Attachment 1 refers).

BACKGROUND

4. At the Special Council Meeting held on 29 October 2019, Council resolved 
(in part) to endorse eight nominees as community members of the 
Committee and amend the Terms of Reference of the Committee to 
expand the membership from six community members to eight 
community members (OCM 250/2019 refers).

DETAILS AND ANALYSIS

5. The City has received, with regret the resignations of two Community 
Members; Ms Maria Kelly (effective 27 May 2020) and Mr Kevin Goss 
(effective 15 October 2020).

6. Expressions of Interest were sought from the Community (via 
advertisement in The Echo newspaper website and social media) to join 
the Committee.

7. Only one nomination was received, with the details of the nomination 
provided as Confidential Attachment 1.

8. It is proposed that this nomination be accepted and that the Terms of 
Reference of the Committee be revised to have seven community 
members (instead of the eight approved at the October 2019 SCM).

9. This new member would serve on Committee until the Committee’s term 
expires in 2021.

10. It is noted that the Committee has traditionally operated with six 
community members.
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APPLICABLE LAW

11. S5.8 of the Local Government Act 1995.

APPLICABLE POLICY

12. Governance 13: Appointment of Community Members to Advisory 
Committees and Reference Groups.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

13. Community nominations for membership were undertaken.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

14. Nil.

SUSTAINABILITY

15. Not applicable.

RISK MANAGEMENT 

16. Risk: That the effectiveness of the Committee is reduced through 
insufficient community member participation.

Consequence Likelihood Rating
Moderate Possible Medium
Action/Strategy
Through creation of sufficient community membership opportunities on 
Committee allows a variety of community views and effort to be 
provided enhancing the Committee’s effectiveness.

CONCLUSION

17. It is viewed that the Committee’s effectiveness will not be adversely 
impacted by having only seven community members noting that the 
Committee has operated in years past with six members.
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Voting Requirements: Absolute Majority

RECOMMENDATION

That Council:
1. APPOINT the nomination as per Attachment 1 to the Kalamunda 

Environmental Advisory Committee; and

2. AMEND the Terms of Reference for the Kalamunda Environmental 
Advisory Committee from eight Community Members to seven 
Community Members.
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10.3. Corporate Services Reports

10.3.1. Proposed Membership of the City's Economic Development 
Advisory Committee

Declaration of financial / conflict of interests to be recorded prior to dealing with each item.

Previous 
Items
Directorate Corporate Services
Business Unit Economic Development
File Reference 3.010413
Applicant N/A
Owner N/A

Attachments 1. KEDAC Terms of Reference - As Adopted 25 Feb 20 
OCM [10.3.1.1 - 5 pages]

2. KEDAC Terms of Reference - Proposed September 
2020 [10.3.1.2 - 5 pages]

Confidential 
Attachments

1. KEDAC Nominations & Assessments
2. KEDAC Recommended Appointments
Reason for Confidentiality: Local Government Act 1995 (WA) 
Section 5.23 (2) (b) - "the personal affairs of any person." 

TYPE OF REPORT

 Advocacy When Council is advocating on behalf of the community to 
another level of government/body/agency

 Executive When Council is undertaking is substantive role of direction 
setting and oversight (eg accepting tenders, adopting plans 
and budgets

 Information For Council to note
 Legislative Includes adopting Local Laws, Town Planning Schemes and 

Policies.  When Council determines a matter that directly 
impacts a person’s rights and interests where the principles of 
natural justice apply. Examples include town planning 
applications, building licences, other permits or licences 
issued under other Legislation or matters that could be 
subject to appeal to the State Administrative Tribunal
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STRATEGIC PLANNING ALIGNMENT

Kalamunda Advancing Strategic Community Plan to 2027

Priority 1: Kalamunda Cares and Interacts
Objective 1.3 - To support the active participation of local communities.
Strategy 1.3.1 - Support local communities to connect, grow and shape 
the future of Kalamunda.

Priority 3: Kalamunda Develops
Objective 3.3 - To develop and enhance the City's economy.
Strategy 3.3.1 - Facilitate and support the success and growth of industry 
and businesses.

Priority 4: Kalamunda Leads
Objective 4.2 - To proactively engage and partner for the benefit of 
community.
Strategy 4.2.1 - Actively engage with the community in innovative ways.
Strategy 4.2.2 - Increase advocacy activities and develop partnerships to 
support growth and reputation. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. The purpose of this report is to:
a) Appoint the nominees to be on the City of Kalamunda’s Economic 

Development Advisory Committee (KEDAC) as per Confidential 
Attachment 2.

b) Adopt the revised Term of Reference for the City of Kalamunda’s 
Economic Development Advisory Committee outlined in Attachment 
2.

2. The KEDAC was established by Council (OCM 15/2020) to provide 
information and advice about the current and emerging trends in 
Economic Development and to provide guidance in the implementation of 
the City of Kalamunda’s (City) Economic Development Strategy.

3. This report recommends that Council:
a) NOTE the nominations received from applicants seeking to be on 

the City of Kalamunda’s Economic Development Advisory 
Committee.

b) APPOINT the nominees to be on the City of Kalamunda’s Economic 
Development Advisory Committee as per Confidential Attachment 2.
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c) ADOPT the revised Term of Reference for the City of Kalamunda’s 
Economic Development Advisory Committee outlined in Attachment 
2.

d) REQUEST the Chief Executive Officer write to all nominees and 
advise of Council’s determination.

BACKGROUND

4. Council established the KEDAC at the Ordinary Council Meeting of 25 
February, 2020 and adopted a terms of reference which defined the 
Committee’s objectives and the composition of membership.

5. The objectives of this Committee are:
a) Promote the Economic Development Vision to establish the City as a 

business destination spoilt for choice with a diverse mix of natural 
assets and employment drivers that complement each other in 
delivering locally sustainable jobs and businesses.

b) Assist the City to foster strong relationships with Economic 
Development stakeholders, including peak bodies and government 
agencies.

c) Provide advice on current initiatives, opportunities or gaps in the 
promotion of Economic Development.

d) Provide advice to Council to guide the implementation of the 
Economic Development Strategy.

e) Provide advice that leverages community expectations in promoting 
the strengths and opportunities in Economic Development.

f) Provides a forum for sharing information relating to Economic 
Development opportunities within the City.

g) Provide advice and give consideration of how Economic Development 
can be integrated and aligned in other key informing City Strategies 
and Plans.

6. The original KEDAC Terms of Reference adopted on 25 February 2020 
Attachment 1 stipulated that the Committee would consist of up to 14 
members comprising:
a) Up to two Elected Members including either the Mayor or Deputy 

Mayor plus one other.
b) Up to two small to medium enterprise operators within the City of 

Kalamunda. 
c) One aboriginal business operator within the City of Kalamunda. 
d) Up to three industry representatives from within the City of 

Kalamunda with at least one representing either the Freight and 
logistics, manufacturing and/or construction sectors. 

e) Up to two members representing economic or business 
organisations operating within the City of Kalamunda. 
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f) A representative from the Kalamunda Chamber of Commerce.

7. It is necessary to revise the original Terms of Reference, as those adopted 
by Council in February 2020, contained inconsistency in the membership 
numbers.

8. The Proposed Terms of Reference Attachment 2 have been amended to 
address the inconsistency in membership numbers contained in 
Attachment 1.

9. Cr Dylan O'Connor and Cr Lesley Boyd were appointed as the two elected 
members to the Kalamunda Economic Development Advisory Committee.

10. Cr Janelle Sewell and Cr Mary Cannon were appointed as the two Deputy 
elected members respectively to the Kalamunda Economic Development 
Advisory Committee.

DETAILS AND ANALYSIS

11. The call inviting nominations for appointment to KEDAC opened on 
Thursday 9th July and closed on Tuesday 4th August. 

12. To raise awareness and invite committee nominations the City:
a) published an advertisement in The Echo newspaper, 
b) listed details on the City website and via the Engage portal.
c) issued a media release and promoted the invitation via social media 

channels
d) wrote to, and made direct contact with, more than 30 prominent 

business people who have with dealings within Kalamunda region.

13. The City received 16 applications representing a diverse cross-section of 
the interests within the business community.

14. Applicants were assessed by a selection panel comprising the CEO, 
Director Corporate Services, and Manager Commercial & Cultural 
Services.  Each applicant was assessed against the selection criteria 
specified within the City’s Policy - Appointment of Community Members to 
Advisory Committees and Reference Groups (Governance 13) being:
a) Knowledge and experience of the topics the Committee/Group will be 

required to address.
b) Ability to work in teams and groups
c) The ability to allocate the necessary time to attend meetings and read 

documentation prior to the meeting. 
d) Whether the application addresses a knowledge/skills gap on the 

Committee/Group, with consideration given to the balance of the 
Committee/Group ensuring broad and diverse representation).
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15. In the assessment process, it was clear that there was a significant gap in 
the expertise, experience and eminence of a cohort of applicants and the 
remainder.

16. Whilst the City has been fortunate to attract such a high calibre of 
applicant there is concern that their interest, participation and valued 
contribution may wane in the event the composition of this committee 
becomes too broad and general.  This may result in the City not fully 
achieving the objectives of this important committee and gaining the 
sought-after benefits namely jobs growth and new investment.

17. The City therefore recommends that the original Terms of Reference 
adopted by Council in February 2020 be amended. The proposed 
amendment to the terms and conditions will:
a) Address current inconsistency contained within the original Terms of 

Reference.
b) Enable more streamlined and efficient operations
c) Encourage greater engagement with members most credentialed in 

the economic development space.

18.  The confidential Attachment 1 provides details of the positions available, 
the nominates and assessment for the Economic Development Advisory 
Committee.

19. Following an assessment of all nominations received for KEDAC it is 
recommended that Council endorse the members to be appointed to 
KEDAC (as per confidential Attachment 2):
a)

20. Attachment 1 is the current Terms of Reference for the City of 
Kalamunda’s Economic Development Advisory Committee as adopted at 
the 25 February 2020 OCM.

21. Attachment 2 is the proposed Terms of Reference for the City of 
Kalamunda’s Economic Development Advisory having regard to the 
discussion outlined within this report.  

APPLICABLE LAW

22. a) Section 5.8 of the Local Government Act 1995 – Establishment of 
Committees.

b) Section 5.9(2)(c) of the Local Government Act 1995 – Types of 
Committees.

c) Section 5.11(2)(d) of the Local Government Act 1995 – Tenure of 
Committee Membership.
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APPLICABLE POLICY

23. Council Policy – Appointment of Community Members to Advisory
Committees and Reference Groups (Governance 13). 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

24. Significant internal referrals have been undertaken, with Business Units in
the City of Kalamunda consulted.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

14. The cost to administer an advisory committee is in the order of $5,000 to
$6,000 per year based on four meetings per year. This can vary depending
on requirement of the committee. Council may also look to funding 
various projects/initiatives as recommended by the committee.

SUSTAINABILITY

Social Implications

15. An enhanced economic and business environment will support local 
communities to connect, grow and shape the future of Kalamunda.

Economic Implications

16. The establishment of the Economic Development Advisory Committee will 
provide support and local input into the City’s initiatives to enhance the 
local economy via the provision of local business intelligence, advocacy 
activities, development of partnerships and support of economic growth 
and reputation.

Environmental Implications

17. Nil.

RISK MANAGEMENT 

18. Risk: Reputational risk where the Economic Development Advisory 
Committee’s goals do not align with the City’s objective and strategies.

Consequence Likelihood Rating
Moderate Possible Medium
Action/Strategy
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Provide guidance to all the members at the first meeting to 
communicate the City’s strategic plan and objectives to ensure the 
Committee understands its role and works within its Terms of 
Reference.

Risk: Failure to amend the Terms of Reference to reduce the 
membership of KEDAC may result in inefficiencies and a lack of 
achievement of the objectives.
Consequence Likelihood Rating
Moderate Almost Certain High
Action/Strategy
Modify the Terms of Reference for a total membership of 11 to ensure a 
highly engaged and outcomes focussed approach is achieved.

CONCLUSION

19. The establishment of the Economic Development Advisory Committee is 
vital to provide support and local input into the City’s initiatives to enhance 
the local economy via the provision of local business intelligence, advocacy 
activities, development of partnerships and support of economic growth 
and reputation.

20. The composition of this committee’s membership is paramount to ensuing 
the objectives of this committee are fully realised for the benefit of the 
City.

Voting Requirements: Absolute Majority

RECOMMENDATION

That Council:

1. NOTE the nominations received from applicants seeking to be on the City 
of Kalamunda’s Economic Development Advisory Committee.

2. APPOINT the nominees to the City of Kalamunda’s Economic Development 
Advisory Committee as per Confidential Attachment 2:

3. ADOPT the revised Term of Reference for the City of Kalamunda’s 
Economic Development Advisory Committee outlined in Attachment 2.

4. REQUEST the Chief Executive Officer write to all nominees and advise of 
Council’s determination.
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10.3.2. Lesmurdie School Community Library Management Committee

Declaration of financial / conflict of interests to be recorded prior to dealing with each item.

Previous 
Items
Directorate Corporate Services
Business Unit Commercial & Cultural Services
File Reference
Applicant N/A
Owner N/A

Attachments 1. Draft TOR Membership provisions amendment 
[10.3.2.1 - 2 pages]

TYPE OF REPORT

 Advocacy When Council is advocating on behalf of the community to 
another level of government/body/agency

 Executive When Council is undertaking is substantive role of direction 
setting and oversight (eg accepting tenders, adopting plans 
and budgets

 Information For Council to note
 Legislative Includes adopting Local Laws, Town Planning Schemes and 

Policies.  When Council determines a matter that directly 
impacts a person’s rights and interests where the principles of 
natural justice apply. Examples include town planning 
applications, building licences, other permits or licences 
issued under other Legislation or matters that could be 
subject to appeal to the State Administrative Tribunal

STRATEGIC PLANNING ALIGNMENT

Kalamunda Advancing Strategic Community Plan to 2027

Priority 4: Kalamunda Leads
Objective 4.1 - To provide leadership through transparent governance.
Strategy 4.1.1 - Provide good governance. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. The purpose of this report is for Council to approve a minor amendment 
to the membership provisions of the Terms of Reference for the 
Lesmurdie School Community Library Management Committee (LSCLMC) 
and appoint new City of Kalamunda (City) representatives.

2. The change is necessitated because of the establishment of the 
Commercial Cultural Services Business Unit within the City’s Corporate 
Services Directorate.

3. It is recommended that Council:
1. APPROVE the amendment to the Terms of Reference (Attachment 

1)
2. APPOINT Andre Stuyt, Manager of Commercial & Cultural Services 

and Brittany Cover, Coordinator of Culture, Arts and Libraries to 
the Lesmurdie School Community Library Management Committee 
as the City of Kalamunda representative.

3. APPOINT Briony Dew, Kalamunda Branch Librarian as the Deputy 
to both the City representatives.

BACKGROUND

4. The LSCLMC was established to oversee the management and operations 
of the joint use Library on behalf of the Education Department and the 
City of Kalamunda.

5. The LSCLMC membership consists of six (6) representatives with voting 
rights comprising:
a) Councillor Delegate
b) Two City of Kalamunda Delegates
c) Three Education Department Delegates 

6. There is provision in the LSCLMC representation for two deputy 
representatives from the City of Kalamunda as proxies.  

7. At the Special Council Meeting of 29 October 2019 Council:
a) resolved to appoint Cr Geoff Stallard as the Councillor Delegate, 

and Cr Janelle Sewell as the Deputy Council Delegate
b) noted the appointment of:

i. Lesmurdie High School Secretary
ii. Lesmurdie High School Teacher Librarian as the Education 

Department Delegate.
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DETAILS AND ANALYSIS

8. The creation of the Manager of Commercial & Cultural Services and the 
Coordinator of Culture, Arts and Libraries positions, and their recent 
appointments has necessitated the need to amend the title of the 
delegates in the Terms of Reference representing the City on the LSCLMC.

9. It is also intended to appoint the Kalamunda Library Branch Librarian as 
the Deputy to both City’s representatives.

10. All are considered suitable for appointment as the City’s representatives 
to this committee.

APPLICABLE LAW

11. Local Government Act 1995

APPLICABLE POLICY

12. Council Policy Governance 13: Appointment of Community Members to 
Advisory Committees and Reference Groups.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

13. Following Council consideration, the LSCLMC will be formally notified at 
the next scheduled meeting.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

14. Nil.

SUSTAINABILITY

Social Implications

15. Nil.

Economic Implications

16. Nil.

Environmental Implications

17. Nil.
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RISK MANAGEMENT 

18. Risk: Incorrectly defined membership of the Lesmurdie School 
Community Library Management Committee weakens the governance 
framework and of this committee  
Consequence Likelihood Rating
Moderate Unlikely Low
Action/Strategy
Regular review of the Terms of Reference and the efficacy of the 
Committee.

 
CONCLUSION

19. The changes to Term of Reference comprising the title of the delegates 
representing the City of Kalamunda will ensure an improved governance 
framework on the LSCLMC.

Voting Requirements: Absolute Majority

RECOMMENDATION

That Council:

1. APPROVE the amendment to the Terms of Reference (Attachment 1)

2. APPOINT Andre Stuyt, Manager Commercial & Cultural Services and 
Brittany Cover, Coordinator of Culture, Arts and Libraries to the 
Lesmurdie School Community Library Management Committee as the 
City of Kalamunda Delegates.

3. APPOINT Rosalie Foss, Kalamunda Branch Librarian as the Deputy to 
both the City representatives.
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10.3.3. City of Kalamunda - Public Art Masterplan - Adoption for Public 
Advertising 

Declaration of financial / conflict of interests to be recorded prior to dealing with each item.

Previous 
Items

Nil.

Directorate Corporate Services
Business Unit Commercial and Cultural Services
File Reference
Applicant City of Kalamunda
Owner N/A

Attachments
1. Community engagement report Public Art Master 

Plan [10.3.3.1 - 85 pages]
TYPE OF REPORT

 Advocacy When Council is advocating on behalf of the community to 
another level of government/body/agency

 Executive When Council is undertaking is substantive role of direction 
setting and oversight (eg accepting tenders, adopting plans 
and budgets

 Information For Council to note
 Legislative Includes adopting Local Laws, Town Planning Schemes and 

Policies.  When Council determines a matter that directly 
impacts a person’s rights and interests where the principles of 
natural justice apply. Examples include town planning 
applications, building licences, other permits or licences 
issued under other Legislation or matters that could be 
subject to appeal to the State Administrative Tribunal

STRATEGIC PLANNING ALIGNMENT

Kalamunda Advancing Strategic Community Plan to 2027

Priority 1: Kalamunda Cares and Interacts
Objective 1.3 - To support the active participation of local communities.
Strategy 1.3.1 - Support local communities to connect, grow and shape 
the future of Kalamunda.
Strategy 1.3.2 - Encourage and promote the active participation in social 
and cultural events.
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Priority 4: Kalamunda Leads
Objective 4.1 - To provide leadership through transparent governance.
Strategy 4.1.1 - Provide good governance. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. The purpose of this report is for Council to consider adoption of a draft 
City of Kalamunda Public Art Masterplan for public advertising.

2. The Masterplan has been prepared which articulates a vision, key themes 
and locales to guide the City and Developers in the delivery of public art.  
The Masterplan also identifies specific artwork opportunities and 
prioritises sites and projects with the City of Kalamunda.

3. It is recommended that Council adopt the draft City of Kalamunda Public 
Art Masterplan for the purposes of public advertising.

BACKGROUND

4. One of the key actions of the Creative Communities: An Arts Strategy, 
adopted by Council in 2019, is the development of a Public Art Masterplan 
for the City of Kalamunda.
 

5. In late 2019, Council called for submissions from suitably qualified 
consultants to prepare a Public Art Masterplan. Maggie Baxter, an 
established art consultant was engaged to prepare the Masterplan. 

DETAILS AND ANALYSIS

6. The City of Kalamunda Public Art Masterplan defines the City’s vision in 
relation to public art as well as key recommendations and locations. 

7. The Masterplan recommends a thematic approach to Public Art as a 
direct result of community consultation (see attachment 2 - Engagement 
Report):

Natural Environment Bushland, forest, geology, native flora, 
wildlife, parklands, walking trails and 
paths, care of natural resources

Noongar History and Culture Waterways, the story of Kalamunda, 
Welcome to Country, Aboriginal 
astronomy

Early Settlers Farming, horticulture, railways

The past, present and future 
of industry

(Industrial areas only)
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.

8. The scale recommended within the Masterplan is a mix of large and 
iconic and smaller, discreet works that invite interaction and discovery.

9. There are a number of key recommendations as part of the City of 
Kalamunda Public Art Masterplan. Full details can be found in attachment 
1.

10. The City of Kalamunda Public Art Masterplan will be integral to the 
Kalamunda Activity Centre Plan and should be updated to represent 
amendments throughout the processes.

11. The City of Kalamunda Public Art Masterplan actively encourages 
Aboriginal Artists to apply for all publicly advertised commissions not only 
those referencing Noongar heritage and culture.

APPLICABLE LAW

12. Nil.

APPLICABLE POLICY

13. a) The Public Art Contributions Policy
b) Public Art Policy

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

14. The development of the Public Art Masterplan has included key 
stakeholder engagement which is outlined in detail in the Engagement 
Report (See Attachment 2).
 

15. Subject to Council’s resolution to proceed, the City will advertise the Public 
Art Masterplan in accordance with the Communication and Engagement 
Policy.

16. A communications and engagement strategy will be developed to assist 
with guiding the public advertising process in accordance with the Public 
Art Policy. Consultation will target the stakeholders with an interest in the 
Public Art and the Masterplan. 

17. As part of the advertising process, the Kalamunda Arts Advisory 
Committee will have a presentation and an opportunity to comment on 
the Masterplan.
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FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

18. Costs associated with the preparation and public advertising of the Public 
Art Masterplan are met through the annual Commercial and Cultural 
Service budget.

19. Some recommendations arising from the Masterplan may have financial 
implications; the details of which will be developed as part of Local 
Planning Policy 26 – Public Art Contributions where appropriate or through 
the development of financial implementation plan/s and annual budget/s 
when preparing to complete the actions. 

SUSTAINABILITY

Social Implications

20. The City of Kalamunda Public Art Masterplan will provide locally relevant 
artwork that is thematic and of a standard that can be shared globally.

Economic Implications

21. The City of Kalamunda Public Art Masterplan will provide opportunity for 
creative engagement through its commissioning and percent for art 
processes.

Environmental Implications

22. The City of Kalamunda Public Art Masterplan will improve the City’s built 
environment, contribute to city-wide urban attractiveness and reinforce 
the unique qualities of the City of Kalamunda’s natural environment.

RISK MANAGEMENT 

23. Risk: By not having a Masterplan, the delivery of public art is 
uncoordinated. 

Consequence Likelihood Rating
Moderate Likely Medium
Action/Strategy
Adopt the draft Public Art Masterplan for the purpose of public 
advertising.

24. Risk: Public Art Masterplan is not adopted for advertising, thereby 
delaying the process of implementation whilst submissions are 
received.
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Consequence Likelihood Rating
Moderate Moderate Medium
Action/Strategy
Adopt the draft Public Art Masterplan for the purpose of public 
advertising.

CONCLUSION

20. The City of Kalamunda engaged art consultant Maggie Baxter to develop a 
public art masterplan. The Masterplan will provide the City of Kalamunda 
with a thematic, contemporary approach to Public Art which will assist in 
developing a collection that can be proudly shared.

Voting Requirements: Simple Majority

RECOMMENDATION

That Council:

1. ADOPT the draft City of Kalamunda Public Art Masterplan (Attachment 1) 
for the purposes of public advertising.

2. AUTHORISE the Chief Executive Officer to undertake public advertising 
for the draft Public Art Masterplan in accordance with the City’s 
Communication and Engagement Policy.
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10.4. Office of the CEO Reports

10.4.1. Election of the Mayor - Community Engagement 

Declaration of financial / conflict of interests to be recorded prior to dealing with each item.

Previous 
Items
Directorate
Business Unit
File Reference
Applicant
Owner

Attachments 1. 2020 Mayor Election V 3 [10.4.1.1 - 2 pages]
2. Mode of Election ofthe Mayor final Activity Schedule 

[10.4.1.2 - 2 pages]

TYPE OF REPORT

 Advocacy When Council is advocating on behalf of the community to 
another level of government/body/agency

 Executive When Council is undertaking is substantive role of direction 
setting and oversight (eg accepting tenders, adopting plans 
and budgets

 Information For Council to note
 Legislative Includes adopting Local Laws, Town Planning Schemes and 

Policies.  When Council determines a matter that directly 
impacts a person’s rights and interests where the principles of 
natural justice apply. Examples include town planning 
applications, building licences, other permits or licences 
issued under other Legislation or matters that could be 
subject to appeal to the State Administrative Tribunal

STRATEGIC PLANNING ALIGNMENT

Kalamunda Advancing Strategic Community Plan to 2027

{Priority 4: Kalamunda Leads
Objective 4.1 - To provide leadership through transparent governance.
Strategy 4.1.1 - Provide good governance.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. The purpose of this report is for Council to consider proposed Community 
Engagement Plan to facilitate consultation for the change of the mode of 
Election of the Mayor proposal.

2. At the Ordinary Council Meeting (OCM) of 28 July Council resolved to 
request the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to prepare a Community 
Consultation Plan prior to seeking the community’s opinion on the mode 
of Election of the Mayor.

3. It is recommended that Council the Mode of Election of the Mayor Survey 
(Attachment 1) and the Community Engagement Activity Schedule 
(Attachment 2) to facilitate the seeking of community opinion on the 
mode of Election of the Mayor for the City of Kalamunda.

BACKGROUND

4. The Local Government Act 1995 (the Act) is the primary legislative 
document which sets out the roles and responsibilities of local 
government as well as their governance frameworks and the way they are 
determined. 

5. The Act provides councils with a choice between two models for mayoral 
selection: the directly elected model, or the council selected model.

6. Currently of the 139 local governments in WA, 26 councils have their 
mayor or president elected for a four-year term by public vote. 

7.  In July 2015, the City of Kalamunda (City) published Kalamunda Listening: 
Gathering our Collective which included a question asking if a mayor 
should be elected by the people or the council within its community 
consultation.  Of 1,283 responses received at the time, 61 per cent wanted 
a directly elected mayor. 

8. The City’s Council is currently constituted with twelve elected members, 
with three representatives from each of four wards. The Mayor is 
currently elected by the council.

DETAILS AND ANALYSIS

9. The City proposes to proceed to seek the opinion of the community on 
whether to change the method of election of the Mayor from the current 
process of by the Councillors to by the electors.
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10. The City proposed an Integrated marketing and Communications plan to 
create awareness and ensure high levels of participation in community 
consultation to validate results, with the key components being
a) A survey
b) Use of multiple digital platforms
c) Attendance at community events and shopping centre pop-ups.

11. The survey has been developed based on advice from the WA Electoral 
Commission of other local government’s surveys for the same proposal. 

12. The City proposes to send the Survey (Attachment 1) via letterbox drop to 
all households in the City. The survey will also be available online at 
engage.kalamunda.wa.gov.au and hard copies will be available at all City 
of Kalamunda locations.

13. Communication Mediums utilised as a part of the campaign will include: 

Tool Purpose

Media Releases Released at key milestones: the opening of 
feedback periods and on outcomes

Social 
Media/Digital

Directing traffic to online information and 
feedback form. Feedback campaign during public 
comment period.

Website Dedicated landing pages redirecting traffic to 
information and feedback form.

Print Advertising Keep community informed through traditional 
print channels. 

Direct Mail 
(Letterbox drop)

Keep community informed through traditional 
print channels.

Flyers/Posters To be available at all City contact points

Questionnaire Obtain feedback. Survey will be available hard 
copy and online. 

Shopping Centre 
Pop-ups and 
attendance at 
Community Events 

Raise awareness of the survey and encourage 
community members to have their say. 

Council briefings 
and briefing notes

Councillors will be kept informed of the process 
and outcomes.

Outcomes 
summary

Report compiled following the close of comments 
and presented to Council
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14. A copy of the proposed activity schedule is attached at Attachment 2 – 
Mode of Election of the Mayor Activity Schedule. 

APPLICABLE LAW

15. Section 2.11 of the Local Government Act 1995 provides for two different 
methods by which a Mayor is elected to Council, either:
a) Elected by electors of the district; or
b) Elected by the Council from amongst the councillors

APPLICABLE POLICY

16. Service 5: Communication and Engagement 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

17. The City will seek a minimum of 1000 survey responses as a part of the 
proposed community engagement. 

18. Should the required engagement levels not be reached by 30 November 
2020 the City proposes to extend the time frame of the survey.
 

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

19. Communications and engagement to take place in accordance with 
current budget. 

SUSTAINABILITY

Social Implications

20. Nil.

RISK MANAGEMENT 

21. Risk: Existing or new community groups may dominate process, with 
less vocal groups not being heard.

Consequence Likelihood Rating
Moderate Possible Medium
Action/Strategy
Engage using a variety of methods, encouraging written and online 
submissions. Ensure advertising reaches individual homes. Ensure 
residents have easy access to necessary information and 
documentation to have their say. 
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22. Risk: Lack of awareness; promotion missing key demographic groups in 
the community (i.e. those not online)

Consequence Likelihood Rating
Moderate Unlikely Low
Action/Strategy
Integrate communications activities across a variety of platforms and 
adopt multiple engagement methods to reach all sectors of community.

23. Risk: Lack of feedback.

Consequence Likelihood Rating
Major Possible High
Action/Strategy
Communication to be delivered in various formats, ensuring adequate 
time for feedback. Option to extend survey time frame if minimum 
numbers have not been reached. 

CONCLUSION

24. Officers recommend endorsement of the community engagement 
schedule and the Mode of Election of the Mayor Survey. 

Voting Requirements:  Simple Majority

RECOMMENDATION

That Council ENDORSE the Mode of Election of the Mayor Survey (Attachment 1) and the 
Community Engagement Activity Schedule (Attachment 2) to facilitate the seeking of 
community opinion on the mode of Election of the Mayor for the City of Kalamunda.
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11. Closure
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